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DECEMBER 14 • STUART C. SIEGEL CENTER • RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
Board of Visitors 
W. Baxter Perkinson, Jr. 
RECTOR 
Steven A. Markel 
VICE RECTOR 
Robert E. Rigsby 
SECRETARY 
Ralph L. "Bill" Axselle, Jr. 
David G. Baldacci 
Edward H. Bersoff 
Stephen P. Long 
Laura R. McMichael 
Anne P. Petera 
Monty W. Plymale 
Harold Y. Pyon 
E. Janet Riddick 
Michele A. Romano 
Thomas G . Rosenthal 
G. Bryan Slater 
Philip Thompson, Sr. 
Prelude 
Processional* 
National Anthem 
Introductions and Welcome 
Commencement Address 
Recognition of Degree Candidates 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
School of Allied Health Professions 
School of the Arts 
School of Business 
School of Education 
School of Engineering 
School of Nursing 
School of Social Work 
GRADUATE AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES 
School of Graduate Studies 
School of Medicine 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREES 
Recessional** 
* The audience may remain seated during the academic procession 
but will stand for the National Anthem. 
** Graduates will remain in place until the President's party leaves. 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Ross A. Walter, Director 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Tiara C. Walker, Soloist 
VCU Police Honor Guard 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Eugene P. Trani, President 
The President 
The President 
Stephen D. Gottfredson, Dean 
Cecil B. Drain, Dean 
Richard E. Toscan, Dean 
Michael L. Sesnowitz, Dean 
William C. Basher, Jr., Dean 
Robert J. Mattauch, Dean 
Nancy F. Langston, Dean 
Frank R. Baskind, Dean 
F. Douglas Boudinot, Dean 
Heber H. Newsome, Jr., Dean 
F. Douglas Boudinot, Dean 
Hooding by Dean Cecil B. Drain 
and Dean Robert J. Mattauch 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Dr. Eugene P. Trani 
Commencement Speaker 
It is my pleasure to recognize those who will graduate this December 
with degrees from Virginia Commonwealth University. 
Your accomplishments are very great indeed and deserve our 
praise. Our Commencement ceremony is our opportunity to congratulate 
you on your educational achievement and wish you well in your 
future pursuits. 
As a student at VCU, you have benefited from a tremendous 
opportunity to experience a real-world education within a thriving 
metropolitan region and to work with a faculty who is dedicated to 
our role in community, economic and health-care development. 
You now join the ranks of the VCU alumni who are enhancing 
the workplace and the community, thanks in no small part to their 
experiences as students here. VCU continues to rank as among the 
best universities in the country. As an alum, you share our pride in 
this great university. 
I am pleased to express the gratitude of the entire VCU community 
for your contributions to making our communities great. 
~ 
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PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
2002 RECIPIENTS 
John E. Jones, M.D. 
H. George White, Jr., M.D. 
• ' C 
The Presidential Medallion was 
established in 1984 by the 
Board of Visitors of Virginia 
Commonwealth University 
to honor the outstanding 
contributions of members 
of the University community. 
The award recognizes these 
individuals for extraordinary 
achievement in learning and 
commitment to the mission ofVCU. 
John E. Jones, M.D. 
Presidential Medallion 
Dr. John E. Jones served as Vice President for 
Health Sciences at Virginia Commonwealth 
University from 1991 to 1997, when he was 
appointed Special Assistant to the President. 
Dr. Jones then served as Special Assistant to 
the President until July 2001. As a leader of 
VCU health sciences, Dr. Jones was instru-
mental in strategic planning during the 1990s 
to enhance academic programs and research 
in health sciences and to secure the future of 
the patient care mission, which resulted in 
the establishment of the VCU Health System 
in 2000. The VCU Health System comprises 
all the clinical activities of MCV Hospitals, 
MCV Physicians and the VCU School of 
Medicine. 
Dr. Jones earned his bachelor of science 
degree in 1952 and his M.D. in 1955 from the 
University of Utah. Midway through his 
residency at the University of Minnesota 
Hospitals, he was drafted and served two and 
a half years in the U.S. Navy. He returned to 
Minnesota to complete his residency in internal 
medicine. On return to Minnesota, he also 
joined the Naval Reserve. Dr. Jones was invited 
to move to West Virginia University and 
there finished his specialty in endocrinology 
and metabolism. In 1961, Dr. Jones joined 
the faculty of West Virginia University in 
Morgantown and rose through the ranks to 
become Chairman of the Division of 
Endocrinology and Metabolism. In 1974, he 
was appointed Dean of the School of Medicine. 
In 1982, he became the Vice President for 
Health Sciences at West Virginia University, 
serving in that post until his appointment in 
1991 at VCU. 
Dr. Jones has certifications from the 
American Board of Internal Medicine and the 
American Board of Endocrinology and Metabolism. 
He is a Fellow of the American College of 
Physicians and other medical societies and 
organizations to which he has given extensive 
service throughout his medical and academic 
career. 
H. George White, Jr., M.D. 
Presidential Medallion 
In 1995, Dr. H. George White, Jr., was appointed 
to Virginia Commonwealth University's Board 
of Visitors. From 1997 to 1999, he served as 
Vice Rector and in 1999 was elected Rector of 
the Board. Following his term on the Board, 
he was appointed to the Board of Directors for 
the VCU Health System and was a member of 
the Executive Committee. Since 1994, he also 
has served as a member of the Dean's Advisory 
Committee for the School of Medicine. In 
these capacities, Dr. White has made significant 
contributions to policy and strategies designed 
to protect the future of VCU's mission in 
health sciences teaching and research and 
patient care. 
Dr. White earned his bachelor of arts 
degree in 1954 from Virginia Military Institute 
and served as a commissioned officer in the 
U.S. Marine Corps from 1954 to 1957. He 
earned his M.D. from VCU's School of Medicine 
in 1962 and completed an internship and resi-
dency in surgery at Norfolk General Hospital. 
In 1964, he continued his residency training 
in New York City at the Hospital for Special 
Surgery, Cornell University, following which 
he went into private practice in orthopedic 
surgery in Winchester, Virginia. He co-founded 
Winchester Orthopedic Associates. He also 
co-founded physical therapy, sports medicine 
and rehabilitation companies. In July 1994, 
he retired from Winchester Orthopedic 
Associates. Since his retirement, he has been 
serving as Associate Professor of Orthopedic 
Surgery at the University of Virginia. 
Dr. White is certified in orthopedic surgery 
by the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery. 
He is a member and past president of the 
Virginia Orthopedic Society. He also is a 
member of numerous other local, state and 
national medical societies and organizations, 
including the Medical Society of Virginia, the 
American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons 
and the American College of Surgeons, 
for which he has held leadership positions 
throughout his career. 
UNIVERSITY 
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School of Nursing 
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Carlton G. Edwards 
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Patricia J. Ferguson 
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Office of the President 
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ACADEMIC 
Arts, Letters & Humanities White 
Business Drab 
De Lilac 
Economics Copper 
Education Light Blue 
Engineering Orange 
Fine Arts, Architecture Brown 
Laws Purple 
_L_ib_ra_!'Y._,__Sc_ le __ nce ___ Lemon 
Medicine 
Music 
Nursing 
Phann 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Public Administration 
Public Health 
Theology 
Green 
Pink 
Apricot 
Olive Green 
Dark Blue 
Sage Green 
Peacock Blue 
Salmon 
Scarlet 
COSTUME 
The academic costume worn 
at American college exercises 
derives from the Middle Ages. 
The oldest universities of 
northern Europe, such as Paris 
and Oxford, grew out of church 
schools, and both faculty and 
students were regarded in the 
Middle Ages as a part of the 
clergy. They wore clerical cos-
tumes, largely borrowed from 
the monastic dress of that day, 
not just on special occasions but 
as their regular attire. 
The head covering of the aca-
demic costume developed from 
the skull cap worn by the clergy 
in cold weather to protect the 
tonsured head. In the universities, 
the skull cap acquired a point 
on top, which evolved into a 
tassel. The bonnet with tassel 
is still worn by degree holders 
of European universities. In 
America, it has been replaced 
by the familiar mortar board, 
which still retains the medieval 
tassel. 
The hood ( the medieval 
caputium) was originally a cov-
ering worn over the head in 
bad weather, otherwise dropped 
on the shoulders as the monk's 
cowl. At first it was worn by 
faculty and students alike, but 
in the early 16th century 
it was restricted to graduates, 
thus becoming the mark of 
a degree holder. Today, each 
college has its distinctive hood 
lining by which its graduates 
may be recognized in academic 
processions. Graduates from 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University may wear a hood 
· showing a black chevron on gold 
background. 
The gown comes from the 
medieval robe and seems 
to have been borrowed from 
the habit of the Benedictine 
monks. In the Middle Ages, 
undergraduates, bachelors and 
masters could be distinguished 
by the simplicity or intricacy 
of their gowns. The doctor's 
gown was often furred, which 
survives today in the ornamen-
tation found on the doctoral 
gown. Usually the gown is 
black, but some colleges have 
colored gowns. 
The wide velvet borders extend-
ing down the front of the doc-
toral gown, the velvet bars on 
the sleeves, and the borders of 
most hoods are colored accord-
ing to the scholarly field of the 
wearer. 
UNIVERSITY 
MEDALLION 
Serving as a perpetual symbol 
of Virginia Commonwealth 
University, the University 
Medallion is worn by the 
President at ceremonial occa-
sions. The Egyptian Building, a 
historic and architectural land-
mark on the Medical College of 
Virginia Campus and the oldest 
medical education building in 
the South, is the centerpiece of 
the medallion. Egyptian hiero-
glyphics and images surrounding 
the building stand for medicine, 
the arts, the home, the commu-
nity, writing and wisdom, 
measures and numbers, time, 
knowledge, and the sciences. 
These images represent VCU's 
mission of teaching, research, 
public service and patient care. 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies 
Bachelor of Science 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate in Criminal Justice 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate in Public Management 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate in Nonprofit Management 
Master of Arts 
Master of Interdisciplinary Studies 
Master of Public Administration 
Master of Science 
Master of Urban and Regional Planning 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Bachelor of Science 
Certificate in Aging Studies 
Certificate in Professional Counseling 
Master of Science 
Master of Science in Nurse Anesthesia 
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy 
School of the Arts 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Fine Art, 
Bachelor of Music 
Master of Arts in Art History 
Master of Art Education 
Master of Fine Arts 
Master of Interdisciplinary Studies 
School of Business 
Bachelor of Science 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate 
Master of Arts in Economics 
Master of Arts in Accountancy 
Master of Business Administrati0~ 
Master of Science 
Master of Taxation 
School of Dentistry 
Master of Science 
Doctor of Dental Surgery 
School of Education 
Bachelor of Science 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate 
Post-master's Certificate for Principals and Supervisors 
Master of Education 
Master of Science 
Master of Teaching 
School of Engineering 
Bachelor of Science 
Master of Science 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate in Computer Science 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Interdisciplinary Studies 
School of Medicine 
Pre-medical Basic Health Science Certificate 
Master of Public Health 
Master of Science 
School of Nursing 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Master of Science 
School of Pharmacy 
Master of Science in Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Doctor of Pharmacy 
School of Social Work 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Master of Social Work 
Doctor of Philosophy 
2-3 
4 
4-9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12-13 
13 
13 
14 
14-16 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18-22 
22 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
24 
24 
25 
26 
26 
26-27 
27-28 
28 
29 
30 
30 
30 
31 
31 
31 
32-33 
34 
34 
34 
35 
35 
36-41 
V rg nia 
RECIPIENTS 
OF DEGREES 
Due to rigid time requirements, this program 
must be printed before the final list of degree 
candidates and final graduation honor status 
for undergraduate students can be determined. 
The exclusion of the name of a student is not 
to be taken as indication of official status as a 
non-graduate, nor is the inclusion of the name 
of a student to be taken as certification of 
official status as a graduate. 
Only undergraduate students are eligible for 
honors designations. These designations do 
not apply to the degrees received by graduate 
students. 
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College of Humanities and Sciences 
Candidates presented by Dean Stephen D. Gottfredson 
Bachelor of Arts 
Allen, G. Keith + 
History 
Richmond 
Arad, Adi Catherine *** 
History 
Richmond 
Ash, Stephen Rainer 
English 
Alexandria 
Barbour, Jennifer Lynn + 
English 
Midlothian 
Barrack, Jeremy Elliott 
English 
Lancaster 
Bernstein, Renee Ilana 
Religious Studies and Science 
Richmond 
Bodsford, Sarah Ann 
Political Science 
Midlothian 
Brantner, Joel Allen * 
Religious Studies 
Midlothian 
Bronyah, Ramsey Kwame Owosu + 
Political Science 
Alexandria 
Butcher, Melissa Carol ***+ 
English 
Mechanicsville 
Chang, Benjamin Yelung ·1• 
History 
Vienna 
Clarke, Andrew Wesson 
Spanish 
Richmond 
Connolly, Patrick Ryan + 
Political Science 
Gainesville 
Cosby, Mary Overton Haskell * *+ 
History 
Mechanicsville 
Craig, Jennifer Lynn * 
Spanish 
Morton, Ill. 
Crump, Sarah Ann + 
English 
Alexandria 
Damon, Jussara P. 
Spanish 
Richmond 
David, Jessica Danielle 
Spanish 
Chesterfield 
Denton, Jamie M. + 
English 
Richmond 
Dillon, Kristie Dare 
History 
Richmond 
Do, Hung Thieu *+ 
History 
Richmond 
Edmonds, Danielle Renae Jackson 
English 
Richmond 
Evans, Kristy Hopkins + 
English 
Richmond 
Ferrell, Jennifer Kay 
English 
Richmond 
Flanik, William Maurice **+ 
Political Science 
Lynchburg 
Flowers, Paul Douglas, Sr. **+ 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Gates, Mary-Scott Elisabeth 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Glanville, Kimberly Sharyce 
History 
Ashland 
Guyre, Peter William 
Spanish 
Richmond 
Halverson, Kevin + 
History 
Warrenton 
Hancock, Elizabeth Bennett 
Political Science 
Midlothian 
Hasenfus, Laura Lynn * 
Political Science 
Chesterfield 
Helland, Erin Ann * 
German 
Glen Allen 
Hendrix, Amber L. 
English 
Danville 
Henson, Jennifer Cargos * 
Political Science and History 
Richmond 
Hicks, Shannon Kay **+ 
Political Science 
Quinton 
Hooker, Sean Richard 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Hopkins, Julie Nicole + 
English 
Glen Allen 
Hudson, Shauntae Cherelle 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Hylton, Sean Raymond *+ 
Political Science 
Chester 
Jernigan, Aaron Gray + 
Political Science 
Chester 
Johnson, Devan Christopher + 
Philosophy 
Richmond 
Johnson, Sakinah Adera + 
English 
Richmond 
Jones, Julie Annette + 
English 
Chester 
Justice, Robin Ann 
English 
Skippers 
Landon, Jennifer Frances + 
English 
Prince George 
Lawrence, Melissa Alexandra 
Political Science 
Colonial Heights 
Lavancha, Robert Charles 
Philosophy and Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Lee, Whitley Evan 
History 
Emporia 
Lifsey, Elisabeth F. + 
English 
Fairfax 
Lowman, Amy Leigh ·l· 
History 
Richmond 
MacLauchlin, Cory Daniel *+ 
English 
Newport News 
Maddox, Natasha Nicole + 
Political Science 
McKenney 
Massengale, Amy G. *+ 
English 
Sands ton 
May, Sharon Elizabeth 
English 
Richmond 
McCormack, William Vincent, II + 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
McCoy, Marylee Michelle + 
English 
Glen Allen 
Mendoza, Tersa Carter 
English 
Richmond 
Menninger, James Casey 
English 
Richmond 
Miller, Megan Christina 
English 
Richmond 
Morgan, Mamie Whitaker + 
English 
Richmond 
Morton, Misty Dawn 
French 
Glen Allen 
Mott, Jonathan Thomas 
English 
Lovettsville 
Nathanson, Adam Woodrow * 
History 
Richmond 
O'Brien, Kevin Jordan ** 
History and Political Science 
Richmond 
Palanques, Marta Xinxola 
Spanish 
Falls Church 
Parker, Sarah Rene 
Spanish 
Richmond 
Phommarath, Malaythip Jennifer ,. 
English 
Annandale 
Pleasants, Harrison Christopher 
History 
Richmond 
P'Pool, Michael B. 
History 
Richmond 
Richardson, Kimberly Marie + 
History 
Richmond 
Rickey, Zachary Joseph 
English 
Glen Allen 
Rosenberg, Briana L. 
Political Science 
Virginia Beach 
Roye, Christina Carolyn 
English 
Chester 
Schultz, Mary Jang-ye 
English 
Hampton 
Scott, Kelly Marie ** 
English 
Prince George 
Sivasubramaniam, Natasha Emma 
English 
Richmond 
Schwickerath, Stephanie Elizabeth + 
English 
Glen Allen 
Smallwood, Molly Benson 
Spanish 
Richmond 
Snead, Kimberly Erin 
History 
Richmond 
Sprouse, Catherine O'Grady + 
English 
Mechanicsville 
Story, Dana Faith 
History 
Franklin 
Stryker, Richard John, Jr. 
History 
Chesterfield 
Tarkington, Susan Elswick + 
English 
Chesterfield 
Taylor, Heather Lynn ,. 
History 
Richmond 
Thomas, Ingrid L. + 
English 
Richmond 
* C um Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Trivette, Edward Paul * 
Philosophy 
Richmond 
Vass, Drew Carter 
English 
Doswell 
Vaught, Joshua B. + 
English 
Chesapeake 
Vergos, Kostantinos + 
Political Science 
Richmond 
Wallace, Latonya Monique 
Political Science 
Sands ton 
Washington, Deandras Renice + 
History 
Stafford 
Wilkins, Kauanza Lynn + 
Political Science 
Hampton 
Williams, La'Tanya Charmaine 
Religious Studies 
Richmond 
Yancey, Michelle Lynn 
History 
Farmville 
Young, Ammie Lynn 
English 
Richmond 
Young, Dawn M. * 
Political Science 
Clovis, N.M. 
3 
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College of Humanities and Sciences 
Bachelor of 
Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Badowski, Sarah Dawn 
Gresham, Ore. 
Bridge, William J. 
Hudgins 
Buggs, Colleen Marie 
Richmond 
Burchett, Patricia D. 
Richmond 
Campbell, Nancy Lynn * 
Highland Springs 
DeBres, Judy Janelle 
Midlothian 
Dohnal, Alecia 
Glen Allen 
Epps, Shaleta L. 
Petersburg 
Harper, Alicen Schoolmeester *+ 
Richmond 
Hoyle, Rhonda L. 
Richmond 
Knight, Hollie Lynn + 
Schenectedy, N. Y. 
Kump, Barbara Jean *+ 
Midlothian 
Lowry, Christopher S. 
Richmond 
Mueller, Brenda L. *** 
Chesterfield 
Nelson, Angela Rivers 
Richmond 
Niece, Linda E. + 
Chester 
Ramirez, Joseph Roman 
Chesterfield 
Sansone, Jamie Michelle 
Richmond 
Shaner, Sandra Lynn + 
Mechanicsville 
Smalls, Glenda Blackwell 
Richmond 
Soderholm, Robert W., II **+ 
Richmond 
Walker, Barbara Jean ** 
Glen Allen 
Bachelor of Science 
Adams, Duncan T. 
Mass Communications 
Midlothian 
Al-Askari, Abdullah Sulaiman + 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Albertine, Gillian Rice 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Ali, Mir Akbar ** 
Biology 
Chester 
Allen, Camille Latrice + 
Psychology 
Hampton 
Amrhein, Janelle Marie 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Anderson, Dawn Jeneen 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Anderson, Stephen B. 
Biology 
South Boston 
Andrews, Bryan Diego Orlando 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Atkin, Annsley Elizabeth 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Bailey, Melissa Sue + 
Criminal Justice 
Milford 
Baldwin, Dvora ~· 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Ballinger, Andrew John 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Glen Allen 
Bankston, Jessica Marie 
Mass Communications 
Midlothian 
Barnhart, Bonni Diann 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Fort Collins, Colo. 
Bartels, Daniel Gordon * 
Mathematical Sciences and Physics 
Richmond 
Baskett, Tiffany LeKeshia + 
Psychology 
Burkeville 
Bell, John Matthew 
Mass Communications 
Palmyra 
Benkahla, Christina Tia + 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville 
Berkbigler, Kerry Ann 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Bivins, Conde Marie * 
Psychology 
Sands ton 
Blake, Shawn Ronald 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Bland, LaJuanda Shanelle 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Bloomfield-Gardner, Andrea M. 
Science 
Richmond 
Bluford, Carrie Elizabeth + 
Biology 
Richmond 
Borrel, Laurel *+ 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Bowen, Jennifer Melissa 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Brown, Howard Albin 
Economics 
Richmond 
Brown, Sharon Elizabeth * 
Psychology 
Fredericksburg 
Brown, Willie Archie, Jr. + 
Chemistry 
Richmond 
Buhler, Katriona Gillian Kirkpatrick 
Psychology 
Chesterfield 
Bunch, Kathleen Rose + 
Psychology 
Charlottesville 
Burdick, Aaron Scott *** 
Urban Studies 
Berryville 
Byrd, Joel Philip 
Forensic Science 
Williamsburg 
Cassidy, J. Ian + 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Richmond 
Chambers, LaToya Thyaise Drumheller, Kathleen Mary 
Criminal Justice Mathematical Sciences 
New Canton Richmond 
Cheatham, Stephen Lester Duchesne, Catherine 
Mathematical Sciences Psychology 
Chester Richmond 
Christy, R. Graham Dulin, Kristen Sabra + 
Economics Sociology and Anthropology 
Chesterfield Richmond 
Ciner, Frederic Lowell + Eads, Courtney Dawn 
Biology Mass Communications 
Richmond Richmond 
Clark, Holly Kaye ** Early, Carl Randolph + 
Mass Communications Sociology and Anthropology 
Chesterfield Richmond 
Cole, Amy Melissa + Eidson, Corinne Marie 
Psychology Mass Communications 
Richmond Midlothian 
Colegrove, Brian Jayson Eldridge, Brandi Latoya 
Mathematical Sciences Psychology 
Barhamsville Richmond 
Coleman, Latasha Darshelle Estrada, Dawn Renee + 
Psychology Psychology 
Richmond Chesterfield 
Collier, Carrie Grace Fassassi, Catsim + 
Criminal Justice Biology 
Richmond Kensington, Md. 
Collins, Robyn Feighner, Jeffrey Scott 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Chester Scotch Plains, N.J. 
Cooper, Kimberly Dawn Ferguson, Herbert Eugene, Jr. * 
Psychology Psychology 
Fredericksburg Charlottesville 
Davis, Michael J., Jr. * Ferrara, Marchello Immanuel ** 
Criminal Justice Mass Communications 
Mechanicsville Chester 
Day, Jeffrey Alan Finley, Weluna Q. + 
Mathematical Sciences Psychology 
Glen Allen Richmond 
Deal, Sarah Rose * t Fitzgerald, Stephen L. 
Psychology Mass Communications 
Richmond Hampton 
Dean, Laura Kathryn Flores, John Albert, Jr. ·i-
Mass Communications Criminal Justice 
Midlothian Richmond 
Denzler, Richard Beahr * Flowers, Candice Denise ·1• 
Mass Communications Mass Communications 
Glen Allen Richmond 
Dizon, Regina Nazal + Franklin, Daneshia Sheree 
Sociology and Anthropology Biology 
California, Md. Camillus, N. Y. 
Draudt, Alanna E. * Gallegos, Becky S. + 
Mass Communications Economics 
Hampton Midlothian 
t Degree Awarded Posthumously 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Gamlin, Bradley A. 
Urban Studies 
Richmond 
Garber, Gwynneth Elanor 
Psychology 
Fairfax 
Garner, Mellanie Rosalie + 
Biology 
Chesapeake 
Gesualdo, Robyn Lynn 
Psychology 
Midlothian 
Gibson, Steven Wayne, Jr. 
Science 
Richmond 
Gilmer, Justin Courtney 
Urban Studies 
Richmond 
Glanz, Patricia N. 
Mass Communications 
Alexandria 
Glass, Melissa Anne 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Goldberg, Clarissa Anna ·i-
Psychology 
Alexandria 
Golembiesky, Sarah Mary 
Psychology 
Glen Allen 
Gordon, Lesley Anne ** 
Psychology 
Chester 
Grady, Kimberley Denise 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Graham, Deborah Yvonne 
Psychology 
Glen Allen 
Graham, Janella Marjorie 
Psychology 
Lorton 
Graham, Tiffany Necole + 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Greenawalt, Bethann Denise + 
Biology 
Glen Allen 
Grubbs, Amy Lynn + 
Psychology 
Bumpass 
Guisinger, Kristine Ailene 
Biology 
Sands ton 
5 
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College of Humanities and Sciences 
continued 
Haasch, Steven Frederick ** Hobson, Lorna Lolita + Jordan, Angela Marie 
Urban Studies Criminal Justice Sociology and Anthropology 
Chesterfield Richmond Newport News 
Hagy, Robin Paige Hodges, Amanda Wemmell Kabolizadeh, Peyman **+ 
Mass Communications Psychology Chemistry 
Powhatan Richmond Richmond 
Hall, Jennifer Lynn + Hoffler, Brandi Nicole Kammerer, Sarah Shepherd **+ 
Psychology Criminal Justice Psychology 
Richmond Virginia Beach Glen Allen 
Hall, Kieshawna Renay Holliday, Erika Latisha Keener, Keli E. + 
Urban Studies Criminal Justice Mass Communications 
Quinton Richmond Richmond 
Hannah, Katie Lynn + Howard, George Dixon Kenney, Edward + 
Psychology Biology Criminal Justice 
Bremo Bluff Hanover Richmond 
Harris, Cerelia 0. Hubbard, Amesia ShaNa Kent, Kellee *+ 
Psychology Criminal Justice Sociology and Anthropology 
Richmond Farmville Callao 
Harris, Renada Markeila Huelsing, Angela M. Kiefer, Susan Kay * 
Mass Communications Mathematical Sciences Psychology 
Ashland Chesterfield Richmond 
Harritan, Jennifer Elizabeth + Humpage, Sheri Ann ** Kitt, Stephanie La'Chelle 
Psychology Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Chesterfield Glen Allen Goochland 
Hartogs, Richard Elliot ·1• Hylton, Thomas Pierre-Whitrow ** Kluender, Laura A. 
Mass Communications Sociology and Anthropology Criminal Justice 
Falls Church Chester Midlothian 
Hayes, Theresa Eileen Hysong, Jessica Lauren + Knight, Kimberly Nichole 
Science Psychology Mass Communications 
Richmond Mechanicsville Chester 
Heckel, Tamsen Bauer *** Inge, Robin Anne ** Kunnmann, Lisa Nancy * 
Mass Communications Psychology Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach Richmond Richmond 
Heinig, Rachel Lee Jaquay, Jennifer Ann * Labrador, Sayward Leigh + 
Criminal Justice Psychology Psychology 
Richmond Richmond Beaverdam 
Hendrick, Megan Rhae Jarrell, Kelly Elizabeth * Lee, DeAndra Tanisha + 
Psychology Psychology Criminal Justice 
South Hill Chesterfield Richmond 
Hijazi, Muna Dawn * Johnson, Bianca Jaynelle Lenn, Margaret Mary + 
Sociology and Anthropology Mass Communications Psychology 
Herndon Charlottesville Richmond 
Hill, Bryan Warren + Johnson, Melissa Sue Lewis, Patria Lynette + 
Urban Studies Sociology and Anthropology Science 
Richmond Stafford Chester 
Hill, Casey Weston Jones, Cheryl Lee + Lipscomb, Teal Commissiong 
Economics Psychology Science 
Richmond Fort Lee Prince George 
Him, Bunnat Billy Jones, Jerry Richard Lisi, Andrea Frances 
Psychology Mass Communications Sociology and Anthropolog1 
Richmond Fort Lee Richmond 
Hinson, Jaime L. + Jones, Natasha Le'nae + Lizama, Juan Antonio 
Mathematical Sciences Psychology Mass Communications 
Mechanicsville Suffolk Richmond 
Longworth, Kelly J. McNeny, Samuel Thomas, Ill 
Sociology and Anthropology Criminal Justice 
Richmond Midlothian 
Lorey, Christine Dula + Mead, Adam Bryant 
Psychology Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach Mechanicsville 
Loving, Monique Daonne Menser, Carmen Gilbert 
Science Mass Communications 
Richmond Richmond 
Lowery, Jason Mitchell + Michael, Julie Anne ** 
Criminal Justice Biology 
Williamsburg Richmond 
Lucas, Olaniyi Trawo Milewczik, Joseph A. * 
Psychology Criminal Justice 
Richmond Newport News 
Mai, Tien Van ,. Miller, Katie Harris 
Biology Sociology and Anthropology 
Richmond Mineral 
Mamudu, Sheri I. Miller, Leeanna Theresa * 
Psychology Biology 
Mechanicsville Williamsburg 
Martin, Catherine Danielle Milligan, Frances Theresa + 
Psychology Psychology 
Glen Allen Arlington 
Martin, Jacquelyn Rachel *"' Missak, Suzanne Leiter **+ 
Mass Communications Psychology 
Roanoke Colonial Heights 
Mason, Katherine Lynn Montague, Emily Penn 
Criminal Justice Mass Communications 
Midlothian Richmond 
Matthews, Keith Raheem Moore, Erika Susan Atkinson * 
Criminal Justice Psychology 
Richmond Ashland 
McCarthy, Angelina B. B. **+ Moore, Sarah Veronica * 
Criminal Justice Psychology 
Lorton Glen Allen 
McClain, Sarah Hemmann + Morgan, Sarah Michelle 
Psychology Psychology 
Spotsylvania Richmond 
McClellan, Michelle Lee Mourtzakis, Tabitha Faye ·1• 
Criminal Justice Sociology and Anthropology 
Petersburg Ashland 
McCormack, William Vincent, II + Mungo, Stephanie Erin ** 
Sociology and Anthropology Psychology 
Richmond Midlothian 
McHugh, Regina Maria + Nasi, Aqueelah Malikah 
Urban Studies Chemistry 
Glen Allen Fort Lee 
Mcilwain, Adriane Jean + Newberry, Laura Jane * 
Criminal Justice Psychology 
Fort Lee Charlottesville 
McNamara, Cynthia Ann **"' Nicoll, Ashley Magee 
Mass Communications Psychology 
Midlothian Midlothian 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Nobles, Lauren Carol 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Nordin, Carol Lynn 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Nunnally, Megan Elizabeth -~ 
Psychology 
Chester 
O'Connell, Mary M. ·1• 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Olexy, Matthew Francis 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Otley, Michael Joseph 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Palanques, Marta Xinxola 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Falls Church 
Parker, Angela Noelle + 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Paek, Seung-lK 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Patrick, Kurleen L. 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Penn, Jessica Antoinette 
Mass Communications 
Spencer 
Peoples, Cheryl Vondale 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Perkinson, Tammie Montez 
Psychology 
Moseley 
Perseghin, Todd Brian 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Pessner, Rebecca Ann 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Philipps, Jude A. 
Mass Communications 
Herndon 
Phuong, Tiena Huynh 
Biology 
Falls Church 
Pierce, Kriztina Michelle 
Psychology 
Bowling Green 
7 
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Powell, Keat Woolcott * Schibner, Joseph Louis, IV ** Spiegel, Maya 
Mass Communications Psychology Mass Communications 
Richmond Richmond Richmond 
Preston, Jason C. + Schlegel, Christina Lori St. Germain, Jennifer Nicole 
Sociology and Anthropology Sociology and Anthropology Psychology 
Lynchburg Richmond Richmond 
Preston, Tiffany Lynne + Schulman, Julie Rebecca **+ Stephenson, Brooke + 
Mass Communications Biology Psychology 
Petersburg Richmond Chesterfield 
Price, Brandy Nicole -i- Scott, Ashely Katherine *+ Stevens, Elizabeth Ann + 
Psychology Psychology Psychology 
Powhatan Richmond Petersburg 
Pritchett, Melvin Scuderi, Christopher Brian + Strader, Janae Avis 
Mass Communications Criminal Justice Mass Communications 
Richmond Chesterfield Richmond 
Proctor, Jack Allen, Jr. Seruby, Michael Andrew Stroble, Benjamin Charles 
Urban Studies Mass Communications Sociology and Anthropology 
Richmond Richmond Richmond 
Prymak, Laura Hettinger Servellon, Alba Theresa Taylor, Dawn Elaine * 
Psychology Psychology Psychology 
Midlothian Richmond Richmond 
Redmond, Marc Joseph Shaw, Sarai LeMai + Thrift, Natalie Carole 
Physics Psychology Psychology 
Richmond Hopewell Callao 
Rego, Justin Peter *+ Shelton, Cullen Gregory + Tillman, Dara Allyson + 
Sociology and Anthropology Criminal Justice Psychology 
Richmond Sterling Glen Allen 
Rice, Tiffany Andrea Shere, Mushell Sasha Tolson, Amy Kristen 
Criminal Justice Sociology and Anthropology Psychology 
Manakin-Sabot Fredericksburg Midlothian 
Rickard, Benjamin David + Simon, Rachel L. ·1- Torres, Kieron Marie + 
Mass Communications Psychology Biology 
Woodbridge Grand Rapids, Mich. Quinton 
Riggs, Jennifer Oates Skelly, Dannette Elizabeth Trapp, Patrick Clint 
Psychology Biology Biology 
Colonial Heights White Marsh Richmond 
Rocchio, Nicole Lynn ** Skidmore, Matthew Brian Tremblay, Genevieve 
Psychology and Criminal Justice Mass Communications Science 
Richmond Forest St. Hubert, Quebec, Canada 
Rothmann, Carla Rae Small, Jennifer Lynne * Tressler, Alicia Collett *+ 
Biology Criminal Justice Biology 
Charlottesville Richmond Richmond 
Sachs, Patrick Christian + Smith, C. Alexander Tucker, Jennifer L. + 
Biology Mass Communications Psychology 
Woodbridge Richmond Chesterfield 
Saul, Jeffrey Scott *+ Smith, Jill NiKay Turpin, Sara Hart + 
Criminal Justice Mass Communications Psychology 
Fisherville Danville Newtown 
Sayani, Neelum Snead, Angela Trina Pittman Vaughn, Courtney Marie 
Psychology Psychology Psychology 
Glen Allen Glen Allen Bowling Green 
Scherer, Michael + Spellman, Alesha Lynn Vo, Dan-Thanh T. ·1-
Psychology Biology Psychology 
Midlothian Chesapeake Woodbridge 
Walters, Meghan Kathleen 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Wetzel, Dawne Marie * 
Psychology 
Roanoke 
Whitfield, Donavan LeKeith 
Criminal Justice 
Capron 
Wilbur, Orval R. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Chesterfield 
Wilkerson, Tiamba Monikka 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Wilkins, Carissa Alethea + 
Criminal Justice 
Newport News 
Williams, Sharon Renee 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Midlothian 
Williams, Stephanie Renae 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Wills, Vaneta Omena + 
Criminal Justice 
Landover, Md. 
Wilson, Shannon Ava + 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Wrenn, Christopher Scott 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Emporia 
Wright, Catherine N. 
Psychology 
Colonial Heights 
Wright, Zachary Mason 
Mass Communications 
Roanoke 
Wyands, Reginald Mark 
Psychology 
Richmond 
Wyland, Amy Marie + 
Psychology 
Glen Allen 
Yost, Robin Elizabeth 
Psychology 
Powhatan 
Yu, Nelvie Portez 
Science 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
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Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Post .. baccalaureate 
Certificate in 
Criminal Justice 
Aholtz, David G. 
Powhatan 
Gibson, Wendy Mora 
Richmond 
Atkinson, Stephen Douglas 
Mechanicsville 
Post .. baccalaureate 
Certificate in Public 
Management 
Marrow, William Willis, Jr. + 
Richmond 
Page, Dennis Charles 
Powhatan 
Phillips, Noelle Bisig 
Richmond 
Post .. baccalaureate 
Certificate in 
Nonprofit Management 
Demro, Elizabeth Maria + 
Richmond 
Master of Arts 
Brown, Ashley Nicole 
English 
Farmville 
Jennings, Myra Briana + 
English 
Virginia Beach 
Lutero, Timothy Lee 
English 
Glen Allen 
McCray, Brigitte Natalie 
English 
Palmyra 
McClure, John Mark 
Mass Communications 
Richmond 
Pierce, Rebekah Lynn 
English 
Ashland 
Williams, Caroline Westbrooke + 
English 
Chester 
Master of 
Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Duggan, Andrew Richard 
Richmond 
Jones, Jennifer Ledbetter 
Amelia 
Kaszuba, Michelle B. + 
Alexandria 
Miller, Lucile S. + 
Charlottesville 
Schaefer, Susan 
Richmond 
Shuart, William John 
Louisa 
Master of Public 
Administration 
Simmer, Jeffery Richard 
Midlothian 
Dixon, Mary Kathryn 
Gladstone 
FitzPatrick, Susan Adele + 
Richmond 
Foultz, Shelley Kimberly 
Richmond 
Giscombe, Tanya-Lee 
Richmond 
Graham, Farrah Stone + 
Richmond 
Hackett, Harvey Mundy, IV 
Richmond 
Holsinger, Amanda C. 
Richmond 
Lewis, Jauquin Dwand 
Glen Allen 
Morris, Patricia Sue 
Ashland 
Morton, Sindi Tarnesha 
Richmond 
Pope, James R. 
Richmond 
Randolph, Tamara Rochelle + 
Richmond 
Trice, David Charles 
Sands ton 
Venning, Catina R. 
Richmond 
Wagstaff, Thomas Dance 
Richmond 
Master of Science 
Austen, Andrew Qyle + 
Physics/Applied Physics 
Richmond 
Bailey, Daniel Paul 
Biology 
Richmond 
Carrillo, Jill Gammon 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Dennis, Kimya N. 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
DiSalvo, Carla Ann 
Psychology - Clinical 
Richmond 
Gibson, Wendy Mora 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Hedgepeth, Vonnetta Gwen 
Psychology - Counseling 
Richmond 
Herring, Angelina Maria 
Chemistry 
Elizabeth City, N.C. 
Kaufman, A. Daniela 
Criminal Justice 
Granite Shoals, Texas 
Krug, Christopher George 
Criminal Justice 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Lady, Jennifer 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Lewis, Kelvin Lamonte + 
Chemistry 
Colonial Heights 
Little, Monica Katrice 
Chemistry 
High Point, N. C. 
Lynch, Patricia A. + 
Psychology - Clinical 
Fairport, N. Y. 
Moore, Corell Halsey ·1• 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond 
Murdoch, Amy Marie 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Ominski, Sharon A. 
Criminal Justice 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Paradis, Danielle M. 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Philpott, Martha Katherine 
Criminal Justice 
Fredericksburg 
Rosenberry, Jessica Lynne 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Russell, Roger A. 
Criminal Justice 
Chesterfield 
Shaw, Crystal Lynn 
Criminal Justice 
Richmond 
Soutor, Sari Ann 
Psychology - Clinical 
Richmond 
Stern, Michael James + 
Sociology 
Richmond 
Tian, Jing + 
Mathematical Sciences 
Cockeysvil/e, Md. 
Williamson, Heather Hillier 
Psychology - General 
Richmond 
Zhao, Jianmin 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
11 
Master of Urban and 
Regional Planning 
Townsend, Jason Shane 
Pascagoula, Miss. 
Trent, Jaynell Angel Waller 
Richmond 
Versen, Stephen Gregory + 
Richmond 
12 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Candidates presented by 
Dean Cecil B. Drain 
Bachelor of Science 
Lloyd, Richard W. 
Clinical Radiation Sciences 
Richmond 
Register, Hollie Stewart ** 
Occupational Therapy 
Richmond 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Certificate in 
Aging Studies 
Baker, Richard Edgar + 
Virginia Beach 
DelBalzo, Kendra Jane 
Virginia Beach 
Sierra-Carey, Linda Maureen 
Richmond 
Certificate in 
Professional 
Counseling 
Fuller, Kelly Sue 
Glen Allen 
Goulding, Haven H., Jr. + 
Richmond 
Musgrave, Judith Collins 
Williamsburg 
Master of Science 
Arceneaux, Kara Diane 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
Bailey, Diandrea Michelle 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Hopewell 
Berry, Kathy Fogg 
Patient Counseling 
Richmond 
Bognar, Janina Csilla + 
Gerontology 
Richmond 
Bradley, Rosalind Dorathea 
Patient Counseling 
Richmond 
Cohen, Jessica 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
DelBalzo, Kendra Jane 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Virginia Beach 
Hauser, Nancy Wright 
Patient Counseling 
Rockville 
Holliman, Grace Arlette 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
Huang, Nina Pei.Ju 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
Richmond 
Jackson, Shelby Michelle 
Physical Therapy 
Sterling 
Kelley, Jacqueline Delores 
Patient Counseling 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Konopelski, Nancy Lyons + 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
Lewis, Lucy Baskerville 
Gerontology 
Richmond 
Liss, Cheryl L. 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Grand Ledge, Mich. 
Litton, Marsha Dawn 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
Master of Science 
in Nurse 
Anesthesia 
Lively, Mary Samantha Abenir, Maribel Keh 
Rehabilitation Counseling Virginia Beach 
Richmond Anderl, Connor H. 
Mayo, Lavern Decarroll Salt Lake City, Utah 
Rehabilitation Counseling Aprilliano, Gregory Robert 
Goochland Richmond 
Nelson, Janet Lynn + Champagne, Elizabeth Pilson 
Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
Ruther Glen Coleman, Jason Wells 
Pai, Sheela K. + Meridian, Miss. 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences Criste, Amy Ann 
Rajahmundry, India Richmond 
Pulisic, Matthew, Jr. + Hao, Yongmei 
Physical Therapy Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville Harward, Anthony Clark 
Ratliff, Bradley Claude Provo, Utah 
Rehabilitation Counseling Haslego, Samantha Ann Spaw 
Oakwood Richmond 
Rodgers, Astrid Diane Johnson, Jennifer Mary 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences Powhatan 
Richmond Justice, Jennifer Lynn 
Ropelewski, Paula R. Opelika, Ala. 
Patient Counseling Ollerton, Jared Walton 
Richmond Springville, Utah 
Scott, Shonna Lynne Parsons, Andrew Camden 
Gerontology Midlothian 
Silver Spring, Md. Pasnak, Jan Yi 
Seltzer, Stacy Lenhart Oxford, Ala. 
Gerontology Salser, Eric Brooks 
Richmond Petersburg 
Sewell, Sherrina Little Smith, Maria A. 
Rehabilitation Counseling Norfolk 
Richmond Stanley, Meaghan FitzGerald 
Sierra-Carey, Linda Maureen Richmond 
Rehabilitation Counseling Tangeda, Arti Ohri 
Mechanicsville Chester 
Vaughan, Adrienne T. Vaicaitis-Martin, Alina Cecelia 
Patient Counseling Belleair, Fla. 
Midlothian White, Raymon Maurice 
Wyrick, Anita M. Newport News 
Occupational Therapy Wright, Suzanne M. 
Chesapeake Richmond 
Young, Jason E. 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Master of Science 
in Occupational 
Therapy 
Cabral, Allison Mary 
Richmond 
Currie, Jamie Leigh 
Mechanicsville 
Farkas, Jennifer Dianne 
Fredericksburg 
Faulkner, Amanda Durrette 
Locust Hill 
Funk, Joshua Cole 
Abingdon 
Gentilini, Lisa Marie 
Midlothian 
Greever, Joanna Naomi 
Lynchburg 
Hall, Amber Dawn 
Hurt 
Hicks, Leslie Ann 
Yorktown 
Hill, Rebekah Catherine 
Glen Allen 
Jaggi-Kight, Emily 
Midlothian 
Lederhandler, Michele 
Boynton Beach, Fla. 
Malone, Sarah Lynn 
Chesterfield 
Morgan, Gwendolyn Renee 
Fairmont, N.C. 
Murphy, Shannon Marie 
Davidsonville, Md. 
Phillips, Lisa Tara 
Williamsburg 
Reap, Eileen Marie 
Mechanicsville 
Robertson, Terry Elizabeth 
Crewe 
Stemwedel, Maurine Elaine 
Canyon Lake, Calif. 
Wood, Stacey Marie 
Mechanicsville 
Zehender, Sharon Lynn 
Northport, Maine 
13 
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School of the Arts 
Candidates presented by Dean Richard E. Toscan 
Bachelor of Arts 
Barnum, Jared Henry 
Music 
Chantilly 
Brenner, Larissa Andrea * 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Dawson, Kelly Lee * 
Fashion 
Herndon 
Eich, Cinzia Meneghello 
Art History 
Richmond 
Hardy, Christopher Francis 
Fashion 
Montpelier 
Ingold, Mary E. ·1• 
Art History 
Alexandria 
Johnston, Kerryanne Yanique 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Kabler, Laura Kay + 
Fashion 
Cape Charles 
Kerr, Chelsea Christina 
Art History 
Richmond 
Layne, Stephni Brook + 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Mudryk, Amanda Victoria ,. 
Fashion 
Fairfax 
Myers, Roy W. 
Music 
Leesburg 
Nealon, Melissa Lynn 
Fashion 
Hampton 
Oxmun, Jennifer Elizabeth 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Salyer, Rebecca Leigh 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Slade, Sugar Shavaun 
Fashion 
Newport News 
Sorensen, Collin Reid 
Fashion 
Woodbridge 
Strong, Jill Marie 
Fashion 
Fredericksburg 
Ingold, Mary E. + 
Art History 
Alexandria 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Acord-Crafton, Maria Isabel 
Art Education 
Petersburg 
Adams, Nena Bowman 
Photography and Film 
Richmond 
Al-Ansari, Monira Mohammed + 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Banks, Raymond Dexter 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Boggs, Melanie Kay * 
Art Education 
Richmond 
Branch, Antoine James 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Brickman, Thomas A. 
Sculpture 
Virginia Beach 
Browne, Keith Michael 
Photography and Film 
Richmond 
Burden, Stephen Joshua * 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Butt, Christopher Lance 
Art Education 
Great Falls 
Caldas, Leonardo E. + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Gaithersburg, Md. 
Caldwell, Jessica N. 
Interior Design 
Quinton 
Clark, Rachel Erin * 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Cocker, Shannon Marie 
Sculpture 
Richmond 
Colwell, Virginia K. ** 
Crafts 
Richmond 
Coon, Devon Elizabeth * 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Corbin, Bianca Renee + Harris, Andrew Addison * 
Interior Design Communication Arts and Design 
Springfield Virginia Beach 
Corker, Bobbi-Lee ** Harris, Emily Fairchild 
Sculpture Interior Design 
Alberta Chesapeake 
Counts, James Herrin, Morgan Ross * 
Communication Arts and Design Sculpture 
Millersville, Md. Dallas, Texas 
Crane, Lesslie Dodge + Hicks, Daniel Christian 
Theatre Art Education 
Woodbridge Virginia Beach 
Daugherty, Amy Karen Hitchingham, James Clay 
Art History Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond Blacksburg 
Dennison, Maritza Leona Hoen, Laurie M. ** 
Interior Design Art Education 
Woodbridge Richmond 
Dickson, Jennifer Ellen Holloway, Erin Tracey *** 
Art History Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond Burke 
Durkin, Josephine Pauley ** Howard, Kenneth Lee, Jr. + 
Sculpture Photography and Film 
Leesburg Sterling 
Ellenberger, Elisabeth Paula Huff, D. Blake + 
Dance/Choreography Sculpture 
Johnstown, Pa. Richmond 
Ertumen, Suzan Exer Hunt, John T. 
Communication Arts and Design Sculpture and Art Education 
Alexandria Rockville, Md. 
Evans, Karla N. + Hunter, Ashta Shearon ** 
Art Education Fashion 
Elberon Richmond 
Evans, Lindsay Cook ** Hurni, Herbert J. + 
Art Education Communication Arts and Design 
Manakin-Sabot Hampton 
Feinsod, Eryn D. **+ Hwa-Sun, Lee 
Art History Communication Arts and Design 
Califon, N.J. Richmond 
Fischer, Kelly Elaine Jefferson, Steven Dane *+ 
Interior Design Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond Bassett 
Fortenberry, Erin Kelly Johnson, James A. 
Art Education Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond Richmond 
Friedewald, Melissa Anne * Johnson, Nicholas Lee 
Art Education Crafts 
Richmond Doswell 
Gardner, Eiren Ruth Johnson, Tamika Shantay + 
Sculpture Fashion 
Manakin-Sabot Colonial Heights 
Graves, Alex David Kertesz, David Michael * 
Sculpture Communication Arts and Design 
Huddleston Hampton 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Kraus, Leah K + 
Art Education 
Chesterfield 
Kuszyk, R. Nicholas 
Painting and Printmaking 
McLean 
Larson, Noelle Riana ** 
Art History 
Olney, Md. 
Lowther, David B. 
Sculpture 
Midlothian 
Lubell, Amy Lynn + 
Dance/Choreography 
Springfield 
Mason, Lauren Kathleen 
Fashion 
Centreville 
Mclennan, Ryan Micheil 
Painting and Printmaking 
West Point 
Meyer, April Kathyrn 
Communication Arts and Design 
Midlothian 
Mezyniski, John P. + 
Art Education 
Chesterfield 
Moran, Galia L. ** 
Communication Arts and Design 
Springfield 
Morgan, Rebecca C. **+ 
Painting and Printmaking 
Mechanicsville 
Morrow, Jennifer Leigh 
Interior Design 
Elk Grove, Calif. 
Moseman, Eleanor Elizabeth * 
Photography and Film 
Richmond 
Mumford, Joshua Aaron + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Suffolk 
Napotnik, Stephanie C. + 
Interior Design 
Virginia Beach 
Neal, Lindsay Haymond 
Photography and Film 
Richmond 
Newman, Sheila Marie 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Noland, Philip Cooke + 
Interior Design 
Roanoke 
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Norkus, Leah Kristine + 
Art Education 
Colonial Heights 
Packard, Mary Hannon McMillan 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Payne, Amanda Claire *+ 
Theatre 
Charlottesville 
Polend, James Gregory 
Crafts 
Haymarket 
Powell, Joseph Ryan 
Communication Arts and Design 
Chesapeake 
Quenneville, Erin Renee' * 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Ramos, Maria Sheila Rosa 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Richardson, George Thomas + 
Art Education 
Chesterfield 
Robie, Katelyn Elizabeth 
Interior Design 
Weymouth, Mass. 
Robinson, Sidneca Cherie 
Dance/Choreography 
Portsmouth 
Rogers, Matthew Joseph Rainey * 
Dance/Choreography 
Gloucester 
Saffouri, Helena Marie 
Photography and Film 
Richmond 
Schrag, Kirsten Suzanne Hill 
Art Education 
Richmond 
Schultz, Megan Elizabeth * 
Painting and Printmaking 
Res ton 
Sessoms, Deloris Grace 
Painting and Printmaking 
Kents Store 
Sheehe, Shelley A. * 
Interior Design 
Williamsburg 
Sherman, Leah Raquel 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Simmons-Jackson, Loretta R. 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Somma, Jason Akira ** 
Dance/Choreography 
Virginia Beach 
Song, Jae Hun 
Interior Design 
Fairfax 
Spurlin, Lillian A. 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Staley, Bonnie Leigh * 
Fashion 
Virginia Beach 
Stevenson, Dana Marie 
Crafts 
Richmond 
Suchoski, Andrea Marya ** 
Crafts 
Dayton, Md. 
Sverrisdottir, Stefania ** 
Sculpture 
Reykjavik, Iceland 
Teske, Anne Marie 
Crafts 
Tabernacle, N.J. 
Thibodeau, Brian James * 
Painting and Printmaking 
Mechanicsville 
Thomas, Sheila Diane **+ 
Art Education 
Richmond 
Thomasson, Brandon Allen 
Communication Arts and Design 
Mineral 
Tillery, John William + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Springfield 
Vickers, Loreli Lynne ** 
Communication Arts and Design 
Burke 
Voloudakis, Catherine Marie 
Interior Design 
Richmond 
Ward, William Allie, II + 
Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond 
Weaver, Regina Johnelle + 
Fashion 
Richmond 
Wilson, Mara Elise + 
Sculpture 
Washington, D. C. 
Wohn, Sherry Slawenski 
Crafts 
Richmond 
Woo, Anna 
Communication Arts and Design 
Lynchburg 
Young, Forrest Neil + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Richmond 
Bachelor of Music 
Allam, David Robert ** 
Music-Education 
Richmond 
Bradley-White, Kara A. 
Music-Education 
Richmond 
Ford, Jessica Lee ·!-
Music-Education 
Richmond 
Hall, John Matthew **+ 
Music-Performance 
Williamsburg 
Johansson, Hope Ann 
Music-Education 
Richmond 
Leader, Chad Brandon *H 
Music-Education 
Chesapeake 
Reid, Jodi Belinda Austin * 
Music-Education 
Amelia 
Wilhelmi, Vanessa Leigh + 
Music-Performance 
Virginia Beach 
Worthey, Jeffrey Lynn + 
Music-Performance 
Chester 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Arts 
in Art History 
Bailey, Natalie Elaine 
Columbus, Ohio 
Beattie, Heather Dawn 
Richmond 
Burrow, Kelly Daniels 
Hopewell 
Fagan, Naomi Parris 
Richmond 
Lamon, Nancy L. 
Richmond 
Zachariou, Maria G. 
Richmond 
Master of Art 
Education 
AI-Rifa'ei, Naser H.B. 
Richmond 
Forbes, Nichol Michelle + 
Fredericksburg 
Raveia, Catherine Cameron + 
Fairfax 
Vaughn, Kathryn A. 
Oak Hill 
Master of Fine Arts 
Acheson, J. Padraig 
Theatre-Pedagogy 
Glen Allen 
Bell, Jill Marleah + 
Fine Arts 
Lincoln University, Pa. 
Gibbs, C. Diane 
Design-Visual Communications 
Richmond 
Green, Artisa Victoria 
Theatre-Pedagogy 
Richmond 
Lemen, Brian Matthew 
Design-Visual Communications 
Woodbridge 
Li, Ying 
Design-Interior Environments 
Beijing, China 
Mitchell, Rusty 
Design-Visual Communications 
Dickson, Tenn. 
Olson, Ansel M. + 
Design-Visual Communications 
Richmond 
Speer, Martin Fuller 
Design-Visual Communications 
Mineral 
Deane, Christophe E. + 
Sculpture 
Richmond 
Sweet, Rebecca J. + 
Design-Interior Environments 
Richmond 
Reeder, Matthew A. + 
Theatre-Directing 
Chicago, Ill. 
* C um Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Master of 
Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Barnes, Michele D. + 
Virginia Beach 
Benedetti-Tella, Sarah + 
Green/awn, N. Y. 
Bruce, Wendy S. 
Spotsylvania 
Dailey, Joseph L., Jr. + 
Fairfax 
Pitts, Karen C. + 
Spotsylvania 
Reynolds, Paula T. + 
Williamsburg 
Richards, Charlotte G. + 
Fredericksburg 
Schofield, Corinne S. 
Providence Forge 
Whittaker-Grimm, Theresa L. + 
Virginia Beach 
Wimberly, Dolores J. + 
Springfield 
Westen, William C. + 
Scottsville 
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School of Business 
Candidates presented by Dean Michael Sesnowitz 
Bachelor of Science 
Abernathy, Steven Brett 
Accounting 
Gasberg 
Ali-Ali, Jasim Abdul-Rahman + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Alisuag, Andrew J. 
Information Systems 
Manassas 
Almassy, Amanda Joy + 
Management 
Alexandria 
Anderson, Holli M. 
Information Systems 
Chester 
Arute, M. Alyssa ** 
Economics 
Midlothian 
Attalah, Ahmad Khalil + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Barbee, J. William, Ill * 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Barnett, Adam Royal + 
Information Systems 
Suffolk 
Beldin, Elaine Dianne ·i· 
Business Administration 
Dinwiddie 
Bell, Amber Amil + 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Glen Allen 
Bennett, Lori Elizabeth 
Finance 
Chesterfield 
Bleecher, Erik Paul 
Real Estate and Urban Land 
Development 
Midlothian 
Bloomquest, Bruce A. 
Accounting 
Midlothian 
Soito, Mark Edward 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Richmond 
Bradley, Shannon Leah 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Mechanicsville 
Britt, Annitra N. + 
Human Resource ManagemenV 
Industrial Relations 
Rockville 
Buard, Kabrina Andrell 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Chesterfield 
Buerstle, Alison Y. + 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Midlothian 
Burruss, Shanika Nerice 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Troy 
Caldwell, Jennifer Aylor ** 
Management 
Richmond 
Cammarasana, Michael + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Carollo, Giuseppe 
Economics 
Midlothian 
Carrell, Christopher James 
Accounting 
Midlothian 
Catedral, Stephanie Marie 
Management 
Richmond 
Chambliss, Robert Kendrick + 
Information Systems 
Mechanicsville 
Chewning, H. Mason, IV 
Information Systems 
Glen Allen 
Choi, David Chi Kin *H 
Information Systems 
New Kent 
Chong, Clifton Armand + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Chumley, Jennifer Mae 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Clack, Toshiba M + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Clark, Chaka Demetria + 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Manassas 
Clark, Richard Lawrence 
Information Systems 
Mechanicsville 
Clark, Valencia Sattenwhite 
Marketing 
Richmond 
Clarke, Nadia A. + 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Richmond 
Claxton, Tiffany Nicole 
Finance 
Richmond 
Cluff, Kenneth William 
Economics 
Bumpass 
Cole, Shauna Michelle 
Marketing 
Woodbridge 
Copeland, Donald Rashard + 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Correale, Frank J. * 
Finance 
Richmond 
Cox, Ronald Eugene 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Crowder, William Jeffries, Jr. + 
Information Systems 
Sandston 
Dale, Holly Catherine 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Richmond 
Dalton, Samuel Byrd 
Marketing 
Richmond 
Damulira, Edward + 
Finance 
Richmond 
Daniel, Leslie L. 
Economics 
Lawrenceville 
Dela Pena, Kristina 
Business Administration and 
Management and Marketing 
Midlothian 
19 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Devoss, Jessica Ann + Gernentz, Thomas C. Hill, Cassandra Evan 
Business Administration Finance and Business Administration Business Administration and 
Glen Allen Chesterfield Management 
Dice, Gary Phillip + Gibson, Genesha J. Amelia 
Information Systems Marketing Holmes, Ellen Louise + 
Colonial Heights Richmond Accounting 
Diesen, Anthony Michael Giglio, Donna Sue *+ Richmond 
Information Systems Accounting Hoover, Gregory Lee + 
Richmond Mechanicsville Information Systems 
Dugger, Antney Tavoun + Gomes, Paulo A.S. New Market 
Information Systems Business Administration and Howard, Michael Scott + 
Freeman Management Marketing 
Dunlevy, Lillian Christine Sao Paulo, Brazil Hanover 
Accounting and Finance Gooch, R. Christopher Huskey, Melissa Anne 
Chester Information Systems Marketing 
Edwards, Richard Allen Richmond Hampton 
Information Systems Goorah, Anant Ramdeen Hutcheson, Curtis R., II + 
Richmond Information Systems Information Systems 
English, Amanda Brooke Richmond Richmond 
Finance Gopie, Sherry A. + Jackson, Steven M. 
Mechanicsville Business Administration Finance 
Epp, Edmond A., Ill Petersburg Midlothian 
Information Systems Green, Jessica Elizabeth * Jones, Crystal 
Dalgren Economics Finance 
Estep, Laura Jacqueline Manakin-Sabot Richmond 
Business Administration and Green, William Herman, Jr. + Jones, Jennifer Lynn * 
Management Information Systems Finance 
Chesterfield Richmond Colonial Heights 
Farmer, Arrus Ian Greer, Sean Guy Jones, Tarsha Rickay 
Business Administration and Information Systems Information Systems 
Management Glen Allen Petersburg 
Richmond Gregory, Letesha Yvette Jordan, Shameka Coccoyise + 
Finley, Kari Ann ** Business Administration Marketing 
Economics Clarksville Pamplin 
Glen Allen Griffin, Joshua D. Judge, Tina M. + 
Fitzpatrick, Brian S. ** Information Systems Accounting 
Information Systems Richmond Richmond 
Rockville Guill, Barbara Juranis, Constantine Anthony + 
Flanagan, Shannon Nikole Finance Finance 
Business Administration Chesterfield Richmond 
Petersburg Harrell, Johna Carson Kao, Timothy Char-Fu 
Ford, Charles Rodger + Business Administration and Information Systems 
Accounting Management Midlothian 
Chesterfield Richmond Keim, Laura Anne + 
Gallagher, Heatherann Hayes, William E., Jr. + Business Administration and 
Finance Accounting Management 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Richmond Richmond 
Galligan, Sean Cawley + Hayter, Pamela Jane Kelly, Te'Quila Nicole 
Business Administration and Business Administration and Accounting 
Management Management Richmond 
Richmond Richmond Khanal, Shameer * 
Galloni, Joseph Brenten + Henderson, Mark Austin Human Resource Management/ 
Information Systems Information Systems Industrial Relations 
Petersburg Richmond Richmond 
20 
School of Business 
continued 
Kilgore, Tarik Richard Malanima, Gena Maria Moseley, Derrick Alfonza 
Information Systems Marketing Finance 
Fairfax Richmond Chesapeake 
Kim, Dong Seong Carol Mason, Donte' Ray Mustachio, Joseph Amedeo 
Information Systems Information Systems Human Resource Management/ 
McLean Glen Allen Industrial Relations 
Kittinger, Michael Parrish Massey, Carla Pittman + Richmond 
Finance Accounting Nave, Rodric Enad + 
Richmond Mechanicsville Human Resource Management/ 
Krakaur, Allison Kay McCarthy, Sharon Marilyn Industrial Relations 
Human Resource Management/ Marketing Virginia Beach 
Industrial Relations Lorton Nelson, Gerard Everett 
Richmond McCormack, Sarah Lynn Information Systems 
Kready, Kristopher Ryan + Human Resource Management/ Richmond 
Business Administration Industrial Relations Nessar, Daryoush ***"' 
Midlothian Maidens Information Systems 
Leatherwood, Kyle Stewart + Mccranie, Jill Elizabeth Midlothian 
Information Systems Information Systems Nguyen, An Hang + 
Powhatan Glen Allen Business Administration and 
Lee, Earle Michael + Meeks, Jennifer Michelle Management 
Information Systems Human Resource Management/ Glen Allen 
Richmond Industrial Relations Nguyen, Ly Nghiem + 
Lee, Nishawn Marshaye Midlothian Information Systems 
Finance Mekolichick, Jennifer Eve ** Richmond 
Richmond Information Systems Nguyen, Tam Thanh * 
Lee, Sun Woo + Chester Information Systems 
Management Meth, Makara Richmond 
Fairfax Station Business Administration and Nguyen, Thai-An Hoang + 
Lifsey, Christopher Scott + Management Marketing 
Information Systems Richmond Midlothian 
Richmond Mika, Jayme Lou Austin Nguyen, Trangkieu Thuy *+ 
Liggan, Jeffrey Howard + Accounting Information Systems 
Real Estate and Urban Land Midlothian Richmond 
Development Millican Karen Renee' Nowlin, Charles Mason 
Mechanicsville Business Administration and Information Systems 
Lim, Bopta Management Richmond 
Information Systems Glen Allen Nucci, Arlene Marie 
Richmond Millis, Debra Nicole Business Administration and 
Lloyd, Melinda Lee** Business Administration and Management 
Business Administration and Management Williamsburg 
Management Petersburg Oakcrum, Tracie Monique + 
Richmond Mire, Thomas Christopher * Business Administration and 
Luna, Matthew S. * Business Administration and Management 
Information Systems Management Richmond 
Chesterfield Vienna Orendorf, Peter Bowen 
Luu, Sam Khanh **+ Mirza, Thaha Hassen + Marketing 
Economics Information Systems Richmond 
Richmond Richmond Ortiz, Denise Marie 
Maddox, Raymond Patrick Mood~RachelAnne Marketing 
Information Systems Business Administration and Richmond 
Hopewell Management Palmer, John Willard ** 
Mahoney, Theresa Dawn + Richmond Finance 
Finance Moore, Gina Marie ·1• Aylett 
Mechanicsville Business Administration and 
Management 
Midlothian 
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* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Parker, LaShana Jazette + Rowe, Teanesha Shevey + Stepp, Kirk Patrick 
Business Administration and Accounting Information Systems 
Management Richmond Richmond 
Rocky Mount, N. C. Ricks, Maria Paulette Stevens, Bonnie Lynn 
Parsons, Amy Human Finance Accounting 
Human Resource ManagemenV Richmond Richmond 
Industrial Relations Salomonsky, Betsy Strickland, Kimberly Marie + 
Alexandria Information Systems Accounting 
Phillips, Charles Emerson, Jr. + Richmond Richmond 
Information Systems Sammons, Barbara J. *** Sung, lnSoo + 
Ashland Accounting Information Systems 
Phillips, Harold F. Glen Allen Fredericksburg 
Accounting Saunders, Louis Franklin + Tarmohamed, Karim M. 
Glen Allen Information Systems Information Systems 
Prindes, Eric Stephen Charlottesville Hopewell 
Business Administration and Schaal, Justin Brooks + Taylor, Robert L., Jr. 
Management Finance Real Estate and Urban Land 
Richmond Richmond Development 
Pugh, Jodi Jeanne-Marie Shalowitz, Mark Christopher **+ Chester 
Business Administration and Information Systems Thalhimer, Charles G., Ill 
Management Mechanicsville Business Administration and 
Richmond Shields, Dortha Sun + Management 
Rafferty, Nicholas Ryan Information Systems Richmond 
Information Systems Prince George Thompson, Jeremy Lee 
Mechanicsville Shubert, Stephen M. Marketing 
Ram, Pheath Marketing Woodbridge 
Information Systems Glen Allen Thompson, Stephanie Michelle 
Richmond Sisay, Likune Weldeab + Information Systems 
Rhoades, LaShaun Roberta Information Systems Prince George 
Information Systems Richmond Townsend, Robert K., Jr. 
Richmond Smith, Amanda Marie + Information Systems 
Richardson, Kellie Ann Information Systems Mechanicsville 
Real Estate and Urban Land Sandston Trujillo, Geralyn Marie 
Development Smith, Kara Lani + Business Administration and 
Richmond Human Resource ManagemenV Management 
Ricketts, Helen Shantel Industrial Relations Stafford 
Accounting Richmond Tu, Yuki D. 
Saxe Smith, Mark Anthony * Business Administration and 
Ricks, Maria Paulette Accounting Management 
Finance Indian Neck Richmond 
Norfolk Smith, Matthew Aaron + Turner, Latesha Ranae + 
Riffe, Matthew Alexander Information Systems Accounting 
Accounting Mechanicsville Newport News 
Midlothian Smith, Norvell W., Jr. + Verry, Sharon Gail * 
Roberts, Kathleen Anne + Information Systems Finance 
Finance Lynchburg Richmond 
Richmond Spingston, Jaime Lee Vick, Shakita Tenee 
Robinson, Craig Alan Business Administration and Accounting 
Business Administration and Management Norfolk 
Management Richmond Voltz, Blair Alexander 
Richmond St. John, Scott Burton Information Systems 
Rogala, Christopher John Business Administration and Richmond 
Information Systems Management Vu, Oanh K. ** 
Chester Richmond Accounting 
Stalteri, Karla Kate Richmond 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
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School of Business 
continued 
Wagner, Lorrie J. * 
Marketing 
Richmond 
Waldron, Erica Creekmore 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Walker, Douglas Andrew + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Walker, Monie Lashonda 
Marketing 
Dinwiddie 
Wash, Conrad Harvery, Jr. 
Marketing 
Mechanicsville 
Waters, Scott Lawrence + 
Business Administration 
Midlothian 
Watkins, William Geoffrey 
Business Administration 
Chester 
Wentling, Parker A. + 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Richmond 
Wickham, Toni Jo * 
Information Systems 
Powhatan 
Wilkins, Alexandra Jacquel 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Willis, F. Tina H. 
Finance 
Richmond 
Wood, Kristin Anne 
Business Administration and 
Management 
Richmond 
Wright, Heather Loving ·l-
Finance 
King William 
Wright, Todd Sterling 
Economics 
Glen Allen 
Yakamoto, Kazuhiro 
Marketing 
Colonial Heights 
Yam, Sau Hing Lo * 
Information Systems 
Prince George 
Zabrani, Nadya ** 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Ziolkowski, Christopher Dale 
Marketing 
Richmond 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Post-baccalaureate Certificate 
App, Rebecca Lynn + 
Accounting 
Sands ton 
Brinkley, Stephen Corbett 
Accounting 
Palmyra 
Burgwyn, Nathaniel T. R., II + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Dillard, Deborah Lynn 
Accounting 
Locust Hill 
Duke, Stephen Norris + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Duong, Michael Patrick 
Information Systems 
Colonial Heights 
Eanes, Joshua S. 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Francke, Nicole R. + 
Information Systems 
Midlothian 
Fye, Kecia L. 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Gerson, Lewis Adam 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Hayer, Ralph A. 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Huneke, Peter Augustus 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Jian, Wei 
Information Systems 
Glen Allen 
Johnson, Amylynn + 
Accounting 
Charlottesville 
Loomis, Paul Alan 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Mahowald, Linda Alice 
Information Systems 
Sands ton 
Mansatiansin, Amornrat Chomruk 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Mills, Dustin Timothy + 
Real Estate and Urban Land 
Development 
Richmond 
Moises, Marlo-Jayme Garcia + 
Information Systems 
Hopewell 
O'Donnell, Carroll Ann 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Pavichir, Panuwat + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Rice, Timothy Patrick + 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Setyadi, Winson + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Silvester, Julie Ann Tucker + 
Information Systems 
Chesterfield 
Sow, Mouhamadou Mountagha + 
Information Systems 
Richmond 
Thacker, Peter N., Jr. 
Accounting 
Richmond 
Wilkinson, William Jesse 
Information Systems 
Midlothian 
Willard, Lori A. + 
Information Systems 
Glen Allen 
Master of Arts 
in Economics 
Call, Cynthia Michelle 
Richmond 
Master of Arts 
in Accountancy 
Sotos, John James 
Richmond 
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* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Master of Business Lutz, John Frederick Fleming, Kerry Joanna 
Administration Colonial Heights Richmond 
Magee, Christopher Wade Giles, Kendall Everett + 
Akinbi, Adedayo + Richmond Richmond 
Richmond Mahajan, Ankur Dinesh Grant, Kevin Leon 
Alhajeri, Saif Rashaid + Richmond Richmond 
Richmond Manning, Trevor Alan + Johnson, Tamara H. 
Bishop, Marilyn H. Newport News Richmond 
Glen Allen McQuaid, Jana Petersen + Lapsley, Robert A. + 
Bonner, John David Richmond Richmond 
Chester Mikell, Heath Emit Lau, Macy Shou-Won 
Brandau, Quinn Alan + Carson Midlothian 
Richmond Niemi, Chad Justin Liu, Wei 
Broadnax, Chandra Danielle Richmond Richmond 
Richmond Racker, Bradley W. Mahajan, Ankur Dinesh 
Case, Tammy Mae Roy, Utah Richmond 
Rockville Rasberry, LaTasha Nicole + Monger, David 
Childs, Nathan David Glen Allen Richmond 
Slinger/ands, N. Y. Richardson, Craig Steven ·1• Poe, Laura F. + 
Dean, Thomas Kenneth Richmond Chester 
Philomont Rishcoff, David Michael Reynolds, Jacob Samuel 
Dincaslan, Sevi Mechanicsville Richmond 
Richmond Rooney, Scott Patrick Samoilenko, Sergey Valery 
Einwick, Louis Charles, Ill + Glen Allen Richmond 
Richmond Saunders, Jennifer Ann Sok, Sona Chan 
Fearnow, Alan T. + Norfolk Charlottesville 
Mechanicsville Savoy, Kevin Jay + Stucki, Pius 
Gallagher, Patricia Hall Midlothian Richmond 
Warsaw Shah, Asif Ali Suleymanian, Hovanes Hovick 
Grammont, Evens, Jr. + Richmond Richmond 
Glen Allen Sloan, Heather Ann + Tedeeva, Dana Alexandrovna 
Gregory, Robin Michelle Chester Brest, Belarus 
Richmond Smith, Steven Nicholas Togger, Denise Yvonne Williams 
Hanson, Theodore S. Powhatan Disputanta 
Richmond Spann, Robert Bradley ·1• Trice, Lynne Suzanne Caulkins + 
Healy, Leslie Taylor Richmond Richmond 
Glen Allen Thompson, Ronnie C., Jr. Vaughan, Randall W., Jr. 
Hixson, Shannon Kay Hopewell Richmond 
Montpelier Walther, Christian W. + Wang, Danping 
lzurieta, Steven Edward Richmond Richmond 
Arlington Waters, James A. Wang, Shujie + 
Jeter, Carolyn Ruffin Colonial Heights Richmond 
Richmond Woods, Clifton Ward Zachry, Thomas S. 
Johnson, Lester, Jr. Glen Allen Richmond 
Richmond 
Khanna, Rajeev ·1• 
Richmond Master of Science Master of Taxation 
Lambert, John Pierre 
Richmond Carlton, Kim Charles Armstrong, Dina Frech + 
Le, Stacey Lynn Richmond Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville Cooper, Eric Spencer Jimenez, Christine Anne 
Leone, Philip Anthony + Richmond Richmond 
Richmond Crumlish, Shawn Bernard Pierce, Je'Nae Patrice + 
Little, Carol A. + Richmond Richmond 
Glen Allen Ellis-Bland, Sarah Margaret Redd, Julie Beckham 
Richmond Richmond 
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School of Dentistry 
Candidates presented by Dean Ronald J. Hunt 
Master of Science 
AI-Rowaieh, Saleh Abdulaziz *+ 
Prosthodontics 
Kuwait 
Alter, Rick Daniel + 
Orthodontics 
Encino, Calif. 
Crane, Mark David + 
Orthodontics 
Visalia, Calif. 
Horalek, Anthony Lee + 
Endodontics 
Lincoln, Neb. 
Huie, Mark Alan **+ 
Pediatric Dentistry 
Vicksburg, Miss. 
Ibrahim, Karmen M. Aly + 
Prosthodontics 
Ashland 
Paskowsky, Tanya Nadine + 
Orthodontics 
Andover, Mass. 
Doctor of Dental Surgery 
Chang, Jonathan Young Kwon + 
Alexandria 
Kwatra, Sameer + 
Woodbridge 
School of Education 
Candidates presented by Dean William C. Basher, Jr. 
Bachelor of Science 
AI-Asousi, Ma'ali Soud + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Algarin, Lydia Inez ·1• 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Haverstraw, N. Y. 
Ansah, Adwoa A. 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Barnes, Joy Leigh 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Beloff, Sherryl Anne 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Bise, Jennifer Temple + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Powhatan 
Brown, Amanda Leigh H 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
St Augustine, Fla. 
Chiang, Hsi-Sheng 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Falls Church 
Dyer, Benjamin Scott 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Figueroa, Gilberto Bejarano + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia 
Gaudreau, Carrie Dawn H 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Gerrity, Christopher William + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Midlothian 
Hammer, James Anthony 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Lynchburg 
Hernandez, Javier + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Hockaday, William P., Ill + 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Doswell 
Hoggatt, John Hunter + 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Glen Allen 
Johnson, Timothy David + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Jones,Brandi Renee 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Mechanicsville 
Jones, Elizabeth Claire * 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Kaila, Asheley G. 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Fredericksburg 
Lare, Deanna Leigh 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Lunde, Erik A. **+ 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Rockville 
Mathis, Emanuel Deleon + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Medlin, Eric Allen 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Chesterfield 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Profitt, James Wallace 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Highland Springs 
Randolph, Manikka Leshae 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Richards, Shantia S. + 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Skoreski, Kerry Marie * 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Corning, N. Y. 
Smalley, Melinda S. 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Richmond 
Sparrow, Lauren Ashley 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Virginia Beach 
Tronick, Lucas Michael D. 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
Welch, Wayne Ira, Jr. 
Health, Physical Education and 
Exercise Science 
Mechanicsville 
Wilson, Bobby Lee + 
Recreation, Parks and Sport 
Management 
Richmond 
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School of Education 
continued 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of G raduate Studies 
Post.-baccalaureate 
Certificate 
Claudio, Leah D. + 
Post-master's Reading Specialist 
Richmond 
Post.-master's 
Certificate for 
Principals and 
Supervisors 
Armbruster, Eric Timothy + 
Richmond 
Beamon, Sabrina F. 
Chesterfield 
Beckett, Mark T. + 
Fredericksburg 
Bolles, Elliot Foster + 
Stafford 
Bonshire, Natalie Kaye + 
Fredericksburg 
Carlson, Leonard Carroll, II + 
Montross 
Fox, Patricia Louise 
Chester 
Furges, Tara L'Oreal + 
Lake Ridge 
Gustavson, David T. 
Richmond 
Johnson, Daniel Philip + 
Mechanicsville 
Jones, Rodger Logan, Jr. + 
Woodbridge 
Kramer, Todd William + 
Fredericksburg 
Lowerre, Robert Craig + 
Glen Allen 
Parrish, India McAden + 
Ruther Glen 
Pennline, Joan Suboleski + 
Dumfries 
Schrader, Mark Frederick + 
Palmyra 
Ward, Carmen Yvonne + 
Richmond 
Whitehurst, Helen Staley 
Mechanicsville 
Wilder, Michael Quintin 
Richmond 
Master of Education 
Austin, Stacey Dane + 
Administration and Supervision 
Richmond 
Baker, Margaret Ann + 
Counselor Education 
Williamsburg 
Balderson, Cynthia Poythress 
Administration and Supervision 
Mechanicsville 
Banks, Jody Elizabeth + 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Richmond 
Barber, Ryan Neal 
Administration and Supervision 
Richmond 
Barnabei, Amy Seay 
Administration and Supervision 
Kents Store 
Benizio, Janine Mary 
Counselor Education 
Richmond 
Bollander, Alison Stagg 
Counselor Education 
Mechanicsville 
Cerrato, Linda Waleska ,. 
Special Education - Learning 
Disabilities 
Richmond 
Cooley, Jennifer Spafford + 
Counselor Education 
Fredericksburg 
Cottrell, Robert Jason 
Administration and Supervision 
Stephens City 
Cromer, Tuesday Lynn + 
Adult Education and Human 
Resource Development 
Richmond 
Cunningham, Kathryn Elizabeth + 
Reading 
Richmond 
Curran-Boyd, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Midlothian 
Cypress, Audrey Williams 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Mechanicsville 
D'Ostilio, Michael James, Jr. 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Dance, Shaun Dallas 
Administration and Supervision 
Charles City 
Daniel, Elizabeth Brooks ·1• 
Reading 
Bon Air 
Dorsey, Marjorie Dingman + 
Administration and Supervision 
Spotsylvania 
Ford, Lynne Meredith V. + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Richmond 
Franklin, Sarah Suzanne + 
Special Education - Learning 
Disabilities 
Richmond 
Gardner, Suzanne Alexandre 
Reading 
Richmond 
Garnett, Heather Dittmann + 
Administration and Supervision 
Richmond 
Garthright, Crystal Gayle + 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Richmond 
Gibbs, Kimberly Edwards + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Prince George 
Green, Erin Donnelly 
Counselor Education 
King George 
Hayes, Mitchell Foster 
Administration and Supervision 
Mechanicsville 
Hubert, John Thomas + 
Administration and Supervision 
Stafford 
Humphrey, Eric Robert + 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Johnson, Terry Doneal, Jr. + 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Khan, Paula Kincaid + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Mechanicsville 
Knowlton, Charlotte 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Chester 
Lewter, Carroll Ann Clements + 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Lockett, Sara Louise 
Administration and Supervision 
Virginia Beach 
Lyman, Gaynell J. 
Administration and Supervision 
Sands ton 
Maurakis, Penelope Leigh Gretes + 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Midlothian 
Mingos, Linda Jane 
Special Education - Mental 
Retardation 
Chester 
Montgomery, Cheryl Kim + 
Administration and Supervision 
Glen Allen 
Morgan, Susan Marie + 
Reading 
Richmond 
Palmer, Margaret Wells + 
Adult Education and Human 
Resource Development 
West Point 
Pendergraft, Kathleen Henson + 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Price, Amy McCarty 
Counselor Education 
Mechanicsville 
Primo, Christine Marie + 
Administration and Supervision 
Fredericksburg 
Ramsey, Susan Brady + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Midlothian 
Ross, Daniel Thomas 
Special Education - Mental 
Retardation 
Richmond 
Rudge, Jean Siebenthal 
Special Education - Mental 
Retardation 
Midlothian 
Samko, Mellissa Dale 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Chester 
Seymour, Judith Kaye 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Richmond 
Short, Ryan Kern 
Special Education - Learning 
Disabilities 
Richmond 
Smith, Sherri Nicole 
Administration and Supervision 
Richmond 
Smith, Terry Lynn 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Richmond 
Sours, Natalie Mayflower + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Highland Springs 
St. Pierre, Lisa Michelle 
Counselor Education 
Midlothian 
Taylor-Lima, Heather 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Richmond 
Trow, Clare Russell 
Counselor Education 
Richmond 
Vaiden, Emma Johnson 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Williamsburg 
Woodson, Shelly Adell 
Administration and Supervision 
Glen Allen 
Yates, Emily Anne 
Special Education - Early Childhood 
Richmond 
Master of Science 
Allingham, Kevin Michael + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Marlborough, Conn. 
Arnette, Jennifer Leigh + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Powhatan 
Bannon, Kevin B. 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Lawrenceville, N.J. 
Baylor, Wendy Meade + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Virginia Beach 
Belcher, Stephen D. + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Bosher, Kara Jean 
Physical Education 
Fayetteville, N.C. 
Callis, Allen Kimball + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
South Hill 
Carlson, Cheryl A. 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Carson, Andrea Lynn 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Clayberg, Nathan Edward + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Glen Allen 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Consiglio, Steven M. + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Mechanicsville 
Cunningham, Neil 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Lexington 
Curry, Michael Edward, Sr. + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Oakland Township, Mich. 
Daniels, Dana Nicole + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Chesterfield 
Davies-Long, Meredith + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Murfreesboro, N. C. 
Fane, Adrien R. 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Portsmouth 
Gill, Michael + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Harlowe, Kimberly D. + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Hopkins, Samuel Porto + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Huffman, Michael Conway + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Jaax, Rebecca Ann + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Bloomington, Minn. 
27 
Julian, Michael Charles Armstrong + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Stafford 
Kowalik, Francis H., Jr. + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Coventry, R.I. 
Llewellyn, Timothy Michael + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Mosley 
Nedelkova, Martina + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Olivieri, David J. 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Melrose, Mass. 
Pezzella, Tammy Elizabeth + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Virginia Beach 
Propst, Robert Duane + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Bridgewater 
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School of Education 
continued 
Redding, Timothy Adam + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Hanover, Pa. 
Rhoades, Michael D. 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Ashland 
Rutledge, David Zachary + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Rutledge, Kaira Shelton + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Richmond 
Scheidegger, Tara Nicole ·!-
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Shady Valley, Tenn. 
Walker, Wesley Randolph + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Cary, N.C. 
Watson, Eric Bradley + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
McMinnville, Ore. 
Zakel, Jim + 
Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Thibodaux, La. 
Master of Teaching 
Abell, Daniel Spencer + 
Teaching-History/Social Studies 
Education 
Chesterfield 
Barbour, Jennifer Lynn + 
Teaching-Early Education 
Midlothian 
Bivins, Conde Marie 
Teaching-Early Education 
Sands ton 
Butcher, Melissa Carol + 
Teaching-English Education 
Mechanicsville 
Cochran, Christine Anne 
Teaching-Early Education 
Newport News 
Conner, Sharon Lynn + 
Teaching-English Education 
Richmond 
Cosby, Mary Overton Haskell + 
Teaching-History/Social Studies 
Education 
Mechanicsville 
Dancey, Bethany Lafon 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Dillon, Kristie Dare 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Fowler, Thomas Sean + 
Teaching-History/Social Studies 
Education 
Richmond 
Golembiesky, Sarah Mary 
Teaching-Early Education 
Glen Allen 
Goode, Renee C. + 
Teaching-Biology Education 
Glen Allen 
Grinsell, Matthew Shane + 
Teaching-History/Social Studies 
Education 
Richmond 
Hayden, Laura Patricia 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Hinson, Jaime L. ·!-
Teaching-Mathematics Education 
Mechanicsville 
Jones, Kristy Ann 
Teaching-Early Education 
Glen Allen 
Jordan, Robin Quick 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Kasoff, Bonnie Lynn 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Klapprodt, Landon Poston 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Mangum, Taura Trea 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Morsch, Mary Joan 
Teaching-Early Education 
Midlothian 
Morton, Misty Dawn 
Teaching-Early Education 
Glen Allen 
Prymak, Laura Hettinger 
Teaching-Early Education 
Midlothian 
Riggs, Jennifer Oates 
Teaching-Early Education 
Colonial Heights 
Roye, Christina Carolyn 
Teaching-Early Education 
Chester 
St. Germain, Jennifer Nicole 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Story, Dana Faith 
Teaching-Early Education 
Franklin 
Tarkington, Susan Elswick + 
Teaching-English Education 
Chesterfield 
Taylor, Dawn Elaine 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Tobin, Matthew Alan 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Tressler, Alicia Collett + 
Teaching-Biology Education 
Richmond 
Turpin, Sara Hart + 
Teaching-Special Education 
Newtown 
Winn, Lisa Rodrigues 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Wright, Ann Douglas 
Teaching-Early Education 
Richmond 
Yost, Robin Elizabeth 
Teaching-Special Education 
Powhatan 
School of Engineering 
Candidates presented by Dean Robert J. Mattauch 
Bachelor of Science 
Alawfi, Mohammad Mohaimeed 
Mechanical Engineering 
Richmond 
Alexander, Ricardo Xavier 
Computer Science 
Woodbridge 
Barker, Charles Keith, Jr. 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Castro Serrano, Nicolas DeJesus ** 
Mechanical Engineering 
Alexandria 
Cooley, Bernard Vincent + 
Mechanical Engineering 
Richmond 
Corcoran, Anthony Cameron 
Electrical Engineering 
Midlothian 
Crain, Matthew Aaron 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Evans, Crystal Ann 
Chemical Engineering 
Richmond 
Fahmy, Niveen A. * 
Biomedical Engineering 
Woodbridge 
Fiorillo, Gerald * 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mineral 
Gajjar, Ankit Jayantkumar 
Chemical Engineering 
Danville 
Gareau, Jason Paul + 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
George, Tara Rose 
Biomedical Engineering 
Springfield 
Haug, Brian + 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hampton 
Herrera, Aldo 
Computer Science 
Colonial Heights 
Hung, Nguyen Huynh + 
Computer Science 
Roanoke 
Johnson, Shawn D. 
Electrical Engineering 
Gordonsville 
Jones, Waverly Timothy, Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
Richmond 
Krejci, Thomas James * 
Mechanical Engineering 
Richmond 
Lacey, Brian James 
Chemical Engineering 
Midlothian 
Laughter, Sean A. ** 
Electrical Engineering 
Chester 
Lotia, Khushboo Sharad + 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Major, Jason Eric *+ 
Computer Science 
Midlothian 
Matute Cruz, Isaac D. 
Electrical Engineering 
Arlington 
McCall, David Andrew + 
Mechanical Engineering 
Virginia Beach 
Merritt, Christopher David 
Computer Science 
Chester 
Morgan, Kerry Anne 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chester 
Patel, Nima Hasmukh 
Electrical Engineering 
Richmond 
Roper, Randolph T., Jr. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Richmond 
Shtam, Alexander Vladimirovich 
Electrical Engineering 
Richmond 
Tate, Kenneth Jason 
Electrical Engineering 
Sands ton 
Wilbur, Orval Rayford, Jr. * 
Computer Science 
Chesterfield 
Wiles, William T. + 
Chemical Engineering 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
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School of Engineering 
continued 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Science 
Adnani, Fedra 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Almasri, Thaer Mohammed 
Engineering 
Richmond 
Amin, Hina 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Borgerson, Trigg L. + 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Chaudhari, Sachin Dinkar 
Biomedical Engineering 
Chicago, Ill. 
Coleman, Branch Delane, Ill 
Biomedical Engineering 
Hollywood, Md. 
Croft, Robert Ray + 
Engineering 
Prince George 
Deveney, Bridget Catherine 
Engineering 
Richmond 
George, Rohini ·1• 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Geyer, Christopher Eugene + 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Haile, Dawit 
Computer Science 
Colonial Heights 
Lee, Kihak 
Biomedical Engineering 
1/san, Korea 
Liacouras, Peter Constantine 
Biomedical Engineering 
Gaithersburg, Md. 
Morris, Michael Patrick 
Engineering 
Prince George 
Mourouguessane, Cavida B. 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Nguyen, Haokiet Hung 
Computer Science 
Richmond 
Nuvvala, Prathima Valeti ·i· 
Computer Science 
Glen Allen 
Puma, Federico 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
School of Graduate Studies 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Interdisciplinary Studies 
Gearin, Margaret T. + 
Olney, Md. 
Sorrell, Toni P. + 
Mechanicsville 
Raju, Harshavardhan 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Shields, Kelly Jo + 
Biomedical Engineering 
Pittsburg, Pa. 
Spoon, Corrie Elizabeth + 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Webb, David Jeffrey + 
Engineering 
Richmond 
Yang,Hua 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond 
Post.-baccalaureate 
Certificate in 
Computer Science 
Steinbrugge, Valerie A. **+ 
Boise, Idaho 
Griffin, Wendy Renee + 
Mechanicsville 
School of Medicine 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot , 
School of G raduate Studies 
Pre.-medical Basic Health Science Certificate 
Islam, Leila Zebin + 
Physiology 
Portsmouth 
Master of Public Health 
Allison, Jessica May + 
Harrisonburg 
Bischoff, Tammy Reynolds + 
Montpelier 
Braccia, Rebecca Christine + 
Richmond 
Brown, Jacquelyn Andrea + 
Richmond 
Master of Science 
Cassidy, Michael Patrick 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Richmond 
Chandran, Nitya Sarath + 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Richmond 
Cors, Cynthia Sue 
Biostatistics 
Ashland 
Dange, Yojana Ravindra 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
DeReus, Catherine Marie + 
Anatomy 
Richmond 
Duckworth, Lana Sophia 
Human Genetics 
Mechanicsville 
Ellis, Robert Gareth + 
Anatomy 
Richmond 
Foroughi, Arash + 
Physiology 
Falls Church 
Hunt, Sharyn Pierce 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biophysics 
Glen Allen 
Dinsmoor, Mara J. 
Evanston, Ill. 
Fazlic, Edina Dzindo + 
Richmond 
Hunt, Jennifer Marlene 
Richmond 
Kamara, Sawida Madiana + 
Burke 
Kaur, Harjit + 
Anatomy 
Fairfax 
Keen, Christopher Aaron + 
Physiology 
McLean 
Nokuri, Samuel Sunday 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Vienna 
Rana, Aniruddha ·i· 
Physiology 
Chesterfield 
Sadler, Christina Marie 
Human Genetics 
Midlothian 
Sarkar,Mousumi 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biophysics 
Richmond 
Sigmon, Carter Harrison + 
Physiology 
Richmond 
Tallent, Sandra MCKenzie 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Stafford 
Yates, David Edward + 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Ly 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Pharr, Susan Hopkins + 
Richmond 
Powell, Timothy Andrew + 
Richmond 
Stalteri, Olivia Leigh + 
McLean 
Taylor, Tia C. + 
Washington, D. C. 
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School of Nursing 
Candidates presented by Dean Nancy F. Langston 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Alexander, Jana Hurt 
Mechanicsville 
Allen, Brenda Lee Deering 
Danville 
Altares, Penny Elizabeth 
Virginia Beach 
Anderson, Traci Danielle 
Newport News 
Ang, Leopoldo Garcia, Ill 
Chesapeake 
Atkins, Shanna Lynne Redford 
Burkeville 
Avery, Tracey Lyn 
Ettrick 
Bailey, Rebecca Herbst 
Virginia Beach 
Bailey, Sue Ellen 
Cumberland 
Bailey, Tamara Arlinda + 
Petersburg 
Bain, Carrie C. 
Capron 
Baldacci, Heather Nicole + 
Richmond 
Baldwin, Elizabeth Ann 
Mechanicsville 
Baldwin, Stephanie Danielle 
Richmond 
Bishop, Linda Lamberti 
Richmond 
Blake, Priscilla Blanche Peters 
South Boston 
Block, Rebekah Jayne 
Norfolk 
Bradley, Amanda Carol 
Richmond 
Brewster, Susan Mott Parker 
Virginia Beach 
Bricken, Patricia Synowiec 
Fredericksburg 
Bridge, Jean Evette 
Hampton 
Britland, Heidi Berry 
Richmond 
Brooks, Patrice Gay 
West Point 
Bynum, Yolonda Danetta ** 
Emporia 
Colbert, Katherine May 
Sutherland 
Conner, Elizabeth Maben 
Kenbridge 
Conner, Kimberly Ann 
Dutton 
Cox, Victoria Lee Minor 
Roanoke 
Cutter, Amy Elizabeth 
Norfolk 
Dahl, Judith Fuentes 
Fredericksburg 
Dallas, Sidnee Mason 
Newport News 
Damon, Tessa M. Palser 
Alexandria 
Davis, Mary Rowe 
Roanoke 
DeHart, Clarice Smith 
Martinsville 
Donaldson, Raquel Lynne Armstrong 
Roanoke 
Edwards, Mary Elizabeth 
Richmond 
England, Merissa June-Lantz 
Richmond 
Fields, Adenike F. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Flippen, Suzanne M. ** 
Glen Allen 
Ford, Gabriele 
Palmyra 
Fortin, Deborah Anne 
Virginia Beach 
French, Vernice Beatrice 
Chesapeake 
Friend, Brenda Kaye + 
Bristol 
Gagnon, Amanda Martin 
Danville 
Gauldin, Carmen Maria Rivera 
Prince George 
Gbadebo, Comfort Adebimpe 
Chesterfield 
Geoghegan, Margaret Ruth 
Richmond 
Gibson, Bonnie 
Scottsville 
Gillotti, Kristen Ann 
Richmond 
Goble, Terry Lynn 
Richmond 
Grepiotis, Amy Leigh 
Buchanan 
Grubbs, Rebecca Susan 
Mechanicsville 
Hargis, Nancy Thomas Recknagel 
Exmore 
Hargrove, Zelika Denise 
Prince George 
Harmon, Wanda L. Harrison 
Lebanon 
Hartley, Shanda Thompson 
Virginia Beach 
Hatchett, Kimberly Smith 
Richmond 
Hatfield, Martha Blair 
Galax 
Hayden, Antionique Chamelle + 
Richmond 
Hayes, Kimberly J. 
Midlothian 
Hirsch, Joan MCMenamin 
Chesterfield 
Hobbs, Brittney Ann * 
Glen Allen 
Holland, Norine G. 
Hampton 
Horsley, Angela Jagger 
White Marsh 
Horton, Beverly Anne 
Carson 
Hughes, Michele Mccay * 
Mechanicsville 
Hylton, Rhonda Gail 
Bassett 
Irby, Dianne Elizabeth Bartyczak 
Stafford 
Jefferson, Marcia McGuire 
Newport News 
Johnson, Erin Kelly 
Roanoke 
Johnson, Robin Gayle Jordan 
Newport News 
Lansley, Edith Anne 
Virginia Beach 
Laskowski, Catherine 0. 
Richmond 
Lee, Kathryn Michelle H 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Livengood, Julie Suzanne 
Independence 
Liverman, Theresa Lynn * 
Quinton 
Louis-Cunningham, Veronica ·!-
Richmond 
Maguire, Jahala Handy 
Williamsburg 
Marsden, Brian Michael 
Midlothian 
Mask, Leslie Danita 
Hampton 
McCole, Mary Ann Craven 
Midlothian 
Meyer, Karen Bond 
Gloucester 
Midyette, Jean Gilbert 
Newport News 
Miller, Stephanie Diane 
Richmond 
Morgan, Charlene Goodnight James 
Blacksburg 
Morgan, Regan Leigh *** 
Richmond 
Morrill, Brenda Marie + 
Suffolk 
Murrell, Shamika Monta 
Jarratt 
Nash, Holly Ann 
Lebanon 
Nicholson, Michelle Lynne 
Roanoke 
O'Briant, Amanda Lynn *** 
Richmond 
Oakland, Kimberly Sue 
Hampton 
Oncu, Susan McCartney 
Williamsburg 
Osborne, Diane Foley 
Yorktown 
Ponton, Evelyn Grover 
Virginia Beach 
Pope, Alison Spencer 
Richmond 
Proffitt, George Wayne, Jr. * 
Richmond 
Proffitt, Tracye Brubaker 
Richmond 
Puentes, Maria Carolina 
Newport News 
Querimit, Melinda Cordero 
Virginia Beach 
Quick, Angelique Christine James 
Yorktown 
Rattican, Debra 
Fredericksburg 
Reaves, Ora Lee Butler 
Yorktown 
Richardson, Jennifer Paige 
Ringgold 
Ailee, Jean Clay 
Gloucester 
Ritchie,Valerie Marie* 
Richmond 
Rodriguez, Jennifer Maria 
Basye 
Rumburg, Tonya Kay 
Hampton 
Rush, Twila Jean 
Roanoke 
Scott, Sharon Jean + 
Jersey 
Scott, Sherrie Rigsby 
Lynchburg 
Shaheed, Aliyah Z. 
Richmond 
Smith, Cynthia Reeves 
Danville 
Smith, Mary Frances Hutchins 
Chase City 
Smith, Pamela Ann 
Gainesville 
Smith, Rachel Shipharah 
Richmond 
Smith, Thamera Kinard 
Hampton 
Steele, Dara Dawn + 
Cedar Bluff 
Stinson, Amy Michele 
Hampton 
Streetman, Pamela Sue 
Virginia Beach 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Suski, Jessica M. 
Raleigh, N.C. 
Syner, Marsha F. 
Salem 
Tarrant, Alicia V. 
Newport News 
Thelen, Jennifer Louise-Gross 
Chesterfield 
Thomason, Elona Joan 
Richmond 
Thompson, Dionne Michelle 
Richmond 
Vernon, Jennifer Lynn 
Danville 
Waddell, Melissa Roark ** 
Glen Allen 
Yi, Chong Hui + 
Newport News 
Young, Michelle Richardson 
Portsmouth 
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Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Science 
Behne, Ann Katherine Greenawalt, Barbara Hernandez 
Chester Glen Allen 
Bishai, Jeanette Stien Hale, Elizabeth Carolyn 
Emporia Martinsville 
Black, Jennifer Joy Keene, Nadine Louise 
Richmond Mechanicsville 
Bodtke, Sharon Hines Middleton, Jennifer Bridges 
Virginia Beach Richmond 
Bryant, Kathy Elliott Myers, Laurie Thomson 
Chesterfield Yorktown 
Cordero, Lisa Gambito O'Donoghue, Christina Marie 
Richmond Richmond 
DeCicco, Karen S. Patsell, Julia E. 
Midlothian Charlottesville 
Diepold, Amy Elizabeth Peyton, Lorrie Diane 
Richmond Stuarts Draft 
Driskill, Carol Hunter Procter, Elizabeth Ann 
Rustburg Smithfield 
Flohre, Kristin Simmons Qureshi, Laila Nasreen 
Richmond Midlothian 
Gray, Jessica Holland Roberts, Carol J. 
Richmond Callao 
Schrecengost, Jennifer Crumrine 
Richmond 
Shepherd, Joan Russell 
Richmond 
Smyser, Julie Marie 
Moseley 
Spann, Kelly Oliver + 
Richmond 
Towler, Mary Beth 
Midlothian 
Umar-Kamara, Marie Ann 
Glen Allen 
Unison-Pace, Wendy Jane 
Richmond 
Wright, Erin Buchanan 
Richmond 
Yavari, Angelique Noelle 
Richmond 
Zickler, Gayle Tempest 
Richmond 
Zimmerman, Marie Opal 
Newport News 
School of Pharmacy 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Doctor of Pharmacy 
* C um Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Master of Science 
in Pharmaceutical 
Sciences 
presented by Dean Victor A. Yanchick 
Chin, Christina Cynthia Mary + 
Richmond 
Kulphaisal, Prapaporn 
Richmond 
Moumakwa, Baile Anastacia + 
Richmond 
Lawrence, Nathalie Odette + 
Tucson, Ariz. 
Leu, Jocelyn Hsyn-Yi + 
Fairfax 
St. Clair, Rebecca Ruth + 
Richmond 
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School of Social Work 
Candidates presented by Dean Frank R. Baskind 
Bachelor of 
Social Work 
Braunfeld, Scott Ira * 
Richmond 
Schwarz, Sonja ** 
Petersburg 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F. Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Master of Social Work 
Bailey, Karen Elizabeth + 
Powhatan 
Berrill, Kevin Thomas 
Washington, D. C. 
Brooks, Margaret Laureen + 
Fairfax 
Castelo, Katherine Ellen + 
Arlington 
Coles, Sandra Laverne Ellis + 
Richmond 
Copsey, Matthew Jason + 
Falls Church 
Coryell, Nicole Katherine+ 
Charlottesville 
Deese, LaToya Dionne + 
Petersburg 
Elazier, Angela James + 
Gloucester 
Fielder, Candace Joan + 
Alexandria 
Fontaine, Karen Green + 
Arlington 
Greenburg, Beth C. + 
Arlington 
Greenwood, Colleen Marie + 
Fairfax Station 
Haas, Edward Hugh + 
East Brunswick, N.J. 
Hanlin, Emily Green + 
Ashburn 
Haynes, Susan C. 
Richmond 
Jarratt, Nanette Marie + 
Glen Allen 
Jones, Corlis Jolette + 
Richmond 
Kauffman, Abigail Ann + 
Richmond 
Law, Emily Templeton 
Richmond 
Long, Angela Joy + 
Centreville 
Lubertazza, Renee M. + 
Arlington 
Martyn, Dina Nimatallah + 
Arlington 
Mathews, Janice Irene + 
Midlothian 
McClelland, Sarah J. + 
Dillwyn 
Mintz, Sherrie Yvette 
Richmond 
Nixon, Sean Patrick + 
Reston 
Ogden, Linda Zaffram + 
Richmond 
Pond, Joyce E. 
Ashburn 
Pratt, Damon Lamar 
Tappahannock 
Price, Ted Sherwood + 
Manakin-Sabot 
Saavedra, Irene Cabanada + 
Fayetteville, N.C. 
Shaw-Bell, Rob 
Richmond 
Tully, Lisa Lascola + 
Richmond 
Wyatt, Dorothy Smith + 
Richmond 
Doctor of Philosophy + Degree conferred in August 2002 
Graduate Candidates presented by Dean F Douglas Boudinot, 
School of Graduate Studies 
Alzzoghaibi, Mohammad Abdullah + 
Physiology 
Richmond 
Bachelor of Applied Medical Science, King Saud 
University 
DISSERTATION: "Oxidative Stress Regulation of 
Intestinal Smooth Muscle IL-8 in Crohn's Disease" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Scott W. Walsh, Ph.D. 
Andreassi, John Lawrence, II 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
White Plains, N. Y. 
B.A., Lafayette College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Mechanism and Function of 
Mammalian Folylpoly-Gamma-Glutamate Synthetase" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Richard Moran, Ph.D. 
Aydar, Yuksel + 
Anatomy 
Richmond 
V.M.D., Ankara University, Turkey 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Age-related Changes in Molecular 
Interactions Between Follicular Dendritic Cells and B 
Cells During the Germinal Center Reaction" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Andras K. Szakal, Ph.D. 
Bale, Ambuja S. + 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Cary, N.C. 
B.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
DISSERTATION: "An Investigation of the Effects of 
Toluene on Selected lonotropic Receptors Expressed in 
the Central Nervous System" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: John Woodward, Ph.D. 
Baldwin, Suzanne Meredith 
Social Work 
Virginia Beach 
B.S.W., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: ''The Professional Identity of Newborn 
Intensive Care Social Workers" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Marcia P. Harrigan, Ph.D. 
Baliko, Beverly Ann 
Nursing 
Richmond 
B.A., University of South Carolina 
B.S., M.S.N., Medical University of South Carolina 
DISSERTATION: "A Phenomenological Study of the 
Lived Experience of Loss by Homicide" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Inez Tuck, Ph.D. 
Beverly, William Temple 
Social Work 
Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Social Support and Psychological 
Kinship in Social Work: Empirical Differentiation of Two 
Theoretically Related Helping Concepts" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Beverly B Koerin, Ph.D. 
Bowman, Stephanie Christine + 
Chemistry 
Richmond 
B.S., Mary Washington College 
DISSERTATION: "Silica Supported Copper Complexes 
and Their Biomimetic Activities" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Stephen P. Watton, Ph.D. 
Buchhalter, August Robert + 
Psychology - General 
Essex Junction, Vt. 
B.A., Clark University 
DISSERTATION: "Nicotine Withdrawal and Gender: A 
Placebo Control Study" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Thomas Eissenberg, Ph.D. 
Buck, Deanna L. 
Psychology - General 
Germantown, Md. 
B.A., Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''Trace and Delay Classical 
Conditioning of the Rabbit Niclilating Membrane 
Response: An Investigation of Ryanodine Receptor and 
Growth-associated Protein 43 Expression in Key 
Learning Regions" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Robert J. Hamm, Ph.D. 
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Doctor of Philosophy 
continued 
Casey, Michelle Ann 
Biostatistics 
Woodbridge 
B.S., Mary Washington College 
DISSERTATION: "Exploiting the Use of Ray Designs in 
Studies of Polychemical Mixtures" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR(S): Han W. Carter, Ph.D., and 
Chris Jennings, Ph.D. 
Casey-Del Priore, Kimberly Beth 
Art History 
Hermitage, Tenn. 
B.A., State University of New York, College at Buffalo 
DISSERTATION: ''Theordore Gericault's "Erotic" Drawings 
Reconsidered as Exercises in Composition and Invention" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR(S): Ann Glenn Crowe, Ph.D., 
and Eric Garberson, Ph.D. 
Cavazotte, Flavia 
Business 
Richmond 
B.A., Santa Ursula University 
M.A., Eastern Michigan University 
DISSERTATION: "Diversity, Efficacy Beliefs and 
Cooperation in Small Work Groups: Exploring the Role of 
Identification and Emotional Competence" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Ronald H. Humphrey, Ph.D. 
Chuchawankul, Siriporn 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Richmond 
B.Sc., Chulalongkorn University 
DISSERTATION: ''THC's Inhibitory Effect on Functional 
HSA and PEC Costimulation: Cannabinoid Receptors 
Involvement" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kathleen McCoy, Ph.D. 
Cropp, Thomas A. + 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Richmond 
B.S., Western Carolina University 
DISSERTATION: "Combinatorial Biosynthesis of 
Polyketide Natural Products" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kevin A. Reynolds, Ph.D. 
Edmiston, Jeffery Scott 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Richmond 
B.S., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: ''The Regulation of lmmunoglobulin Alpha 
by Transforming Growth Factor Beta" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Deborah A. Lebman, Ph.D. 
Flitan, Horia C. + 
Engineering 
Richmond 
B.S., M.S., Polytechnic University of Bucharest, Romania 
DISSERTATION: "Numerical Modeling of Transition to 
Turbulence in Low Pressure Axial Turbines" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: E. Sandgren, Ph.D. 
Flora, Jason Wallace + 
Chemistry 
Richmond 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College 
DISSERTATION: "ESI-FTICR-MS and Infrared Multiphoton 
Dissociation for Phosphopeptide Mapping Driven by 
Selective Unimolecular Dissociation Energetics" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: David C. Muddiman, Ph.D. 
Fountain, M. Suzanne 
Social Work 
Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
DISSERTATION: "A Case Study of the Community 
Collaboration Characteristics in Healthy Families America Sites" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR(S): Mary Katherine O'Connor, 
Ph.D., Ellen Netting, Ph.D., Humberto Fabelo, Ph.D., and 
Janet Hutchinson, Ph.D. 
Fox, Sherry Williams 
Nursing 
Chesterfield 
B.S.N., M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Psychometric Testing of the Fox Simple 
Quality of Life Scale" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Nancy McCain, Ph.D. 
Frantsve, Lisa Maria Elizabeth + 
Psychology - Clinical 
Park Ridge, Ill. 
S.S., Loyola University of Chicago 
M.A., University of Dayton 
DISSERTATION: "Effect of Enhanced Decisional Control 
on Patients' Adjustment to and Recovery From Oral 
Surgery'' 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Stephen M. Auerbach, Ph.D. 
Fritz, M. Lucie 
Pathology 
Elkton, Md. 
B.S., Ball State University 
DISSERTATION: "An Evaluation of Biochemical Markers 
of Acute Myocardial Infarction" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: F. Philip Anderson, Ph.D. 
Gleeson, Lynne M. 
Public Policy and Administration 
Richmond 
Bachelor of Applied Science, Lincoln Institute of Health 
Sciences 
DISSERTATION: "An Analysis of the Economic Returns 
to Training for Low Literacy Adults" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Michael D. Pratt, Ph.D. 
Gottlieb, Susan J. + 
Social Work 
Richmond 
B.A., Herbert H. Leahman College 
M.S.W., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Factors Affecting the Assessment 
Protocols of Clinical Social Workers in Mental Health 
Settings Working With Inner-city Youth Exposed to 
Chronic Community Violence" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Joseph Walsh, Ph.D. 
Harris, Toni Alifia Stepter + 
Psychology - Counseling 
Richmond 
S.S., University of Virginia 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Role of Maternal Well-being and 
Maternal Monitoring on Child Depression and Aggression in 
African-American Children of Substance Abusing Mothers" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Micah McCreary, Ph.D. 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Hogan, Christopher + 
Psychology - Counseling 
Banner Elk, N. C. 
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B.A., Villanova University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Environmental Factors That Predict 
Adolescent Smoking Behavior: The Influence of Parent, 
Peer, and Sibling Smoking" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Steven J. Danish, Ph.D. 
lnamdar, Kedar Vishwas 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Detroit, Mich. 
M.8.8.S., Bharatividyapeeth Medical College 
DISSERTATION: "Processing of Terminally Blocked DNA 
Double-strand Breaks in Human Lymphoblastoid Whole Cell 
Extracts" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Lawrence Povirk, Ph.D. 
lngsrisawang, Lily + 
Biostatistics 
Richmond 
B.Sc., Khon Kaen University, Thailand 
M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Mixed Effects Regression Model for 
Estimating the Effects of Combination Drug Treatments on 
the Severity of HIV Infection in Persons in Virginia" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Viswanathan Ramakrishnan, Ph.D. 
Kenney, Christopher David + 
Pathology 
Richmond 
B.A., Washington and Jefferson College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization of the Transferrin-binding 
Protein Complex Expressed by Neisseria Gonorrhoea" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Joy Ware, Ph.D. 
Kittiniyom, Kanokwan 
Pathology 
Detroit, Mich. 
B.Sc., Mahidol University 
DISSERTATION: "Genomic Structure and Mutational 
Analysis of the Tumor Suppressor Gene DAL-1/4.1 B" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Irene Newsham, Ph.D. 
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Kodsi, Ehab Milad Arian + 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics 
Richmond 
M.S.C., M.D., Cairo University, Egypt 
DISSERTATION: "Role of Structure Activity Relationships 
in Substrate Specificity of Carboxyleesterases" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: W. McLean Grogan, Ph.D. 
Krishnamoorthy, Jenelle S. + 
Psychology - Clinical 
Providence, R.I. 
B.S., Randolph-Macon College 
M.S., University of Tennessee 
DISSERTATION: "Transmission of Physical Activity and 
Related Cognitions Among African-American Females 
and Their Primary Female Caregiver'' 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kevin W. Allison, Ph.D. 
Kung, Eva Marie + 
Psychology - Clinical 
Richmond 
B.S., Loyola University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Role of Family Environment and 
Treatment Adherence on Metabolic Control of Children 
With Type 1 Diabetes: A Meta-analysis" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Albert D. Farrell, Ph.D. 
Langston, Jay Alan 
Public Policy and Administration 
Moseley 
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
M.P.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Role of Environmental Regulatory 
Implementation in Business Location Decisions" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Margot W. Garcia, Ph.D. 
Leu, Jocelyn Hsyn-Yi 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Richmond 
B.A., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "A Pilot Study to Assess the Effects of a 
Single Intranasal Dose of Nicotine on Neuroendocrine, 
Cognitive and Behavioral Function in Healthy Young 
Smokers and Nonsmokers" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Jurgen Venitz, Ph.D. 
Lysik, Melanie Alison + 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Glendale, Ariz. 
B.S., University of Arizona 
DISSERTATION: "Guanine-rich Oligodeoxyribonucleotide 
Sequence-dependent Complexation, Cellular Uptake, 
Nuclear Accumulation, and in Vitro Activity'' 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Susanna Wu-Pong, Ph.D. 
Macie, Katherine Marie 
Psychology - Clinical 
Richmond 
B.S., John Carroll University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Influence of Parental Marital Status 
and Co-Parenting Behaviors on The Long-term Adjustment 
of Children" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Arnold L. Stolberg, Ph.D. 
Mangiafico, Anthony David 
Nursing 
Richmond 
B.S., Upsala College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Personal History Narratives in People 
Living with HIV" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Barbara Munjas, Ph.D. 
Massie, Tristan S. + 
Biostatistics 
Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
M.S., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Variance Estimation and Influence 
Functions for Threshold Models" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Daijin Ko, Ph.D. 
Merhout, Jeffrey W. 
Business 
Midlothian 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Industry Case Studies for Testing and 
Refining the Electronic Markets Hypothesis" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Allen Lee, Ph.D. 
Mower, Amanda Frances 
Anatomy 
Tuckerton, N.J. 
S.S., College of St. Elizabeth 
DISSERTATION: ''The Role of Cyclic Adenosine 3',5' -
Monophosphate Response Element Binding Protein in 
Visual Cortical Plasticity" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Richard T. Marconi, Ph.D. 
Reese, Charles Alan 
Education 
Richmond 
S.S., University of Oklahoma 
S.S., The George Washington University 
M.B.A., National University 
DISSERTATION: "An Examination of the Perceived 
Importance of Applicant's Preadmission Characteristics as 
Predictive of Success in Nurse Anesthesia Graduate 
Education Programs" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Carroll A. Londoner, Ph.D. 
Roberts, David Martin + 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization and Analysis of the Role 
of the Bdr Protein Family in Pathogenic Borrelia" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Richard Marconi, Ph.D. 
Ronpirin, Chalinee 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Richmond 
B.S., King Mongkut's University of Technology, Thonburi 
DISSERTATION: "Regulation of the Gonococcal Transferrin 
Receptor'' 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Cynthia N. Cornelissen, Ph.D. 
Schreindorfer, Lisa S. + 
Psychology - Clinical 
Augusta, Ga. 
B.S., Texas A&M University 
M.S., Wake Forest University 
DISSERTATION: "Personality and Coping Functioning in 
Chronic Depression" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: James P. McCullough, Ph.D. 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Shurm, John Sidney, Jr. 
Physiology 
Richmond 
S.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
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DISSERTATION: "Identification of Glucocorticoid Receptor 
Mediated Interactions with Non-steroidal Environmental 
Chemicals" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Raphael Witorsch, Ph.D. 
Smith, Nathan Grant + 
Psychology - Counseling 
West Haven, Conn. 
B.A., Southern Methodist University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''Workplace Heterosexism and Adjustment 
Among Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Individuals: The Role of 
Unsupportive Social Interactions" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kathleen M. Ingram, Ph.D. 
Taylor, Melissa Floyd + 
Social Work 
Greensboro, N. C. 
B.A., M.S.W., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
DISSERTATION: "Professional Dissonance Among Social 
Workers: The Collision of Values and Job Tasks in Mental 
Health Practice" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kia J. Bentley, Ph.D. 
Townsend, Cynthia Oswald + 
Psychology - Counseling 
Rosemount, Minn. 
B.A., Creighton University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Perceived Stress, Coping and Dietary Fat 
Intake in Rural Adolescents: Gender and Ethnic 
Differences" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Elizabeth Fries, Ph.D. 
Tran, Quincy Khoi + 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics 
Richmond 
S.S., University of California, San Diego 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization of an Exonic Splice 
Enhancer in Calcitonin/Calcitonin Gene-related Peptide 
(CGRP) Pre-mRNA" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: James Roesser, Ph.D. 
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Uilk, Janelle Marie 
Engineering 
Richmond 
B.A., Augustana College 
DISSERTATION: "Aspects of Polymer Surface Science. 
I. Hydrosilation-cured Polydimethylsiloxane Networks. 
II. Synthesis and Characterization of Dual-function Oxetane 
Macromonomers" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Kenneth J. Wynne, Ph.D. 
Wallace, Melisa Joellan + 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Role of the Cannabinoid CB1 
Receptor in Modulating Epileptic Seizure Frequency and 
Duration" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Robert J. Delorenzo, Ph.D. 
Wang, Shujie + 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics 
Richmond 
Bachelor of Medicine, M.S., Henan Medical University 
DISSERTATION: ''The Mechanistic Study of Synergistic 
Interactions of Bryostatin 1 and Paclitaxel" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Steven Grant, Ph.D. 
Zyzniewski, Linda Elaine + 
Psychology - General 
Richmond 
B.A., Muhlenberg College 
M.A., The College of William and Mary 
DISSERTATION: "Strategic Linguistic Bias in Intergroup 
Processes" 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Donelson R. Forsyth, Ph.D. 
+ Degree conferred in August 2002 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
is supported by Virginia to serve the Richmond area, the state and the nation 
through teaching, research, service and patient care. 
VCU offers comprehensive undergraduate, graduate, professional and doctoral 
programs and encompasses one of the largest academic health centers in 
the nation. With more than $169 million a year in sponsored research funding, 
VCU is a Carnegie Doctoral/Research University-Extensive, one of only 
three institutions in Virginia to be ranked in the top category for higher 
education in the United States. Sixteen Centers and Institutes of Excellence, 
involving faculty from multiple disciplines in public policy, biotechnology and 
health-care discoveries, support the University's research mission. 
More than 25,400 students pursue 162 degree and post-graduate certificate 
programs through the University's 11 schools and one college. VCU has a 
full-time faculty of more than 1,600 who are nationally and internationally 
recognized for excellence in the arts, business, education, engineering, the 
humanities, the life sciences, social work and all the health-care professions. 
With an annual budget of more than $1.3 billion and with more than 15,000 
employees, VCU and the VCU Health System also have a significant impact 
on employment and spending in the Richmond region. 
VCU has been engaged in a long-range strategic planning effort that 
has resulted in such initiatives as a visionary master-site building plan, the 
Virginia Bio •Technology Research Park, the School of Engineering, the 
Carver-VCU Partnership for neighborhood development, the VCU-Qatar 
School of the Arts in Qatar and, most recently, VCU Life Sciences, a com-
prehensive undergraduate and graduate program incorporating all aspects of 
the University's academic and clinical missions in teaching, research and 
public education. 
VCU's long-range planning also has sought to protect the future of the clinical 
health-care mission, including providing top-quality patient care, indigent-care 
services, and support for the teaching and research mission. The result is the 
VCU Health System, which was established on July 1, 2000 and comprises all 
the clinical activities of the MCV Hospitals, MCV Physicians and VCU's 
School of Medicine. 
VCU and the VCU Health System have enjoyed more than a decade of 
national recognition for top-quality graduate, professional programs and 
medical-care programs by U.S. News & World Report; local, regional and 
national guides to the best hospitals and best doctors; and professional 
societies and journals. 
CONGRATULATIONS To ALL! 
